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words we have heard; and, I venture to say,
twice their numlier could now lie obtained
without farther inducement than the
example
of their quiet determination,
out o(
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Portland Daily Press is published every
morning, (.Sundays excepted), at 86,00 per year in advance.

Thirty Days from this Date,

Advertisements, 81.00 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, 81.25 per square; 75 cents
per

Being thedate of assessment,
FIVE PER CENT. DISCOUNT,

One square every other
60 cents per week after.

day

one

week,

81.00;
Exhibitions, &c., under head of Amusements,
82.00 per square per week.
{Special Notices, 81.60 per square for first week,
81.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for ane insertion. No charge less than fifty
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ment.

t3T*The Portland Daily and Maine State
Office, in Fox Block, No. 82} Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o'clock in the morning to 9 iu the

after the date of the
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War, Slavery

is the Strength of the
South.”

From the “Golden Hour,”

published,

we

which treats of

copy

the

slavery as

a book recently
following extract,
being an clement of

to the rebellious States. We commend it to those tender footed people, who
have such a holy horror of emancipation as a

strength

military necessity.

We are

for the nrp<4prvatinn ol'tho

waging

HAVE
{t

ox

them be stricken off. We do not wage this
war for any other purpose than to maintain
the supremacy of the Federal Government,
but If, forced upon us by the rebels, it results
in the overthrow of this system of human
slavery instead of iu triumph, as they fondly

hoped,

they blame anybody but themselves? If slavery be an element of strength
to the enemies of the Government, then it is
the duty of Government to deprive those enecan

mies of that element.

to

equal the

numbers and

means

of the

North. It has not yet been sufficiently considered that war and slavery naturally consort;

the cradle of slavery; the first slaves
war-captives. In essence, slavery is the
imposition of one will on another by physical
force; in that alone it differs from spontaneous
or free labor.
And war is but the acute form
of the same discasd. Slavery has been a perpetual training for the camp.
Every man who leaves the North for the field
of battle is a laborer, and leaves so much derangement in the usual social integrity; some
wheel of the machine stops when he
goes, and
some deprivation ensues; but in the South the
war is the vent of idlers,
giving aim to lives
hitherto aimless. This military life is a step
in advance for the Sc nth. w hich has
already
displayed energies of which it had not been
The
South
will
not get sick of war
suspected.
so soon as the
North, it being quite atwin with
its slavery, for the South to become
formally a
military country. Whilst the training of freedom has led the North every day farther from
war, every day of slavery has accustomed the
South to it. The North has to go back a hundred years to reach the plane of war; the land
of slavery never was beyond it.
In war, all you have added to the world in a
century is not only out of plat e, but in your
way; only the coarsest and rudest tilings avail
here, and those who are most at home iu the
coarsest uud rudest forces will, in a conflict of
mere brute force, be apt to win.
Now, here
are four millions of slaves
working for the
South.
There being for militarv purposes
corn and pork wanted, and not arts anil elegances, all the superiority of intelligent over
unintelligent labor ceases. The mail who can
dig a row of corn or feed swine is equal to the
finest mechanic. And since every man who
produces a soldier’s ration points the soldier at
us, just as the soldier points his gun at us,
these four millions of negroes must be counted
as our toes, whatever their
feeling toward us.
The South is, then, at the start, twelve millions to our eighteen. But. of our
eighteen,
the women do not work iu the Held, ami the
children tro to school. whcn»>i« tl»#» l.l-w-Lmen and minors do work in the
field—which,
for military force, would make them nearly fifteen millions. Then we must estimate ’production in its relation to consumption: the
black Ialiorer, being fed ut less than a third the
cost of the corresponding Northern laborer,
sustains at least two more soldiers iu the field
than the Northerner. Thus does the
reign of
barbarism reverse all the advantages of free
over slave labor.
In a conflict of mere brute
force, shivery has only to emphasize the old
menace, fetter and bowie-knite, to which it is
accustomed.
The North has imagined that it could bring
the balance to its side by its superior wealth;
but it must be remembered, that those who
get
without paying for it what others have to
pay
are
as
rich
as
if
for,
they had the wherewithal
to pay.
Who would wish to be troubled with
money, if he could get things for a dollar a
year spent in cowhides ?
In tiie above estimate, which would make
the contending parties in this country substantially equal in numerical force, it has not beeu
forgotten that it is urged that a large portion
of the Southern people are Unionists. Although the evidences of this seem to me slight,
it would be, if true, of less hearing
upon the
question than might be at first supjiosed. For,
no matter what a man's sympathies
may tie,
he cannot labor in any section but he adds to
tiie wealth of that section, and to Its
military
stores and strength.
war was
were

Goods, Ac.,

Klttery
Kitterv, Aug. 5, 1802,

To the Editora of the Portland Prete:
Your strict adherence to principles of true
patriotism emboldens me to say a word for our

good

but

apparently benighted town and her
sons, who emerged most gloriously from every
semblance of darkness this morning. None could
have doubted tills could
they have been pres-

8M Bounty nt Close of the War !

933 Additional Bounty

Justly proud. Even

Our

mothers said

“Go,”

men—childless—wept at the scene.

boys
eulogy from me; they are
worthy oi Maine. They have done more
to-day to move the solid muscle than all the
need no

SIGrlST

To residents of Portland having families
week for wife and 50 cent* for each child.

$1.00 per

PORTLAND,

Binding

as

One Month’s

in Advance!

Fay

Par from $13 to $22 per month, pay and rations
to commence from the date of euiutincut. Three
years unless sooner discharged.

Cough Pill*,

By the concurrent testimony of many sufferers, the
fact ha* been established, that for the cure of

M.

BOUNTY,

( •■mrrial Street,

1*W

Bounty

acres

cruitiug

by

J.

rhysiciaus and Families supplied with Medicines and
books. Cases renewed and vials refilled.
June 24. 18QS,
eodftm

Orer

change

HOWES’ COUGH PILLS.

SAVAGE,
P. MATTOCKS,

Chimney Piece*, Monumental Work

)

[ Recruiting

Portland. July 17, 1*W2.

Will

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE is a pleasant, agreeable
decoction of Roots and Barks, and contains not a
particle of Opium or Dkio of any sort. It always

good,
By

aud

never

does harm.

thkir works ye shall xsow

HOWES Sc

jnHdtr

them.”
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wanted to till

a

Company

PORTLAND,
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in the

to commence on the

Watch-Maker,

FROM THE

SYS til

CITYj

Bounty

!

ADVANC E FAY, making

the Close

Or when

of the War,
honorably discharged.

F. (}. SMITH.
E. M. MITCHELL,
J. D. WILLIAMS,

5 Recruiting Officers.

)

Portland. July 15,18(12.
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Sewing’-Machines.
EMPIRE

TESTIMONIALS

No. 82J EXCHANGE

FOE FAMILIES
-A5D-

HOMESTEADS FOR $20.

Machine fully Warranted.

STORER dc

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purTHE
chas'd from the Hannibal & St.
Joseph Railroad

OB

L ompany a
large tract of laud in Northern Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
county, tor farming and manufacturing punioKe*,
and haw- divided their
property into lots and farms.
I hey *r«‘ ofTeriHi to subscribers in shares of
£20 each.
Maps, with full information, can be iiad by calling on

CUTLER, General Agents*
& OO Middle Street,

julldtf_PORTLAND.

Trout & other

Me

Fishing Tackle.

(iiis«, Illfi.xx, ltBvoLVEita, Cdtlkuv and
Sportino Good* generallv.
Repairing and Stencil Cutting attended to a. u.ual.

ALSO,

EDWARD SHAW, Agent.
102 Middle Street, Portland.

G.L.

BAILEY,

42

^tf

June

Notice.

EXCHANGE STREET.

23._

eodtf

TUKEY’S
Portland,

Hair-Dressing

Dooms

July 2Hth, 1862. }
committee on public grounds win
Are removed to the new
meet, until further notice, every Saturday at 3
building,
o’clock, P. M., in Evergreen Cemetary.
NO. 151 MIDDLE STREET,
Parties interested in any matter before the Committee, will have an opportunity of being heard.
Opposite Ids former place, and over E. N. Perry’s
A. K tfJBlTKTLKFF, Chairman.
Jy31—4w
I new hat store.
julKeodSw

The

j

Second Floor,

Commission
AMD

MOODY,

merchants,

WHOLESALE

We have introduced several of the justlv celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our
sleeping
apartments. We gi\ e this spring bed bottom a deckled preference over any and all othere we have ever
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
W. I>. Me LA l'OH LIN k SON,
Frankliu House, Baugor, Me.
May 12,1863.

ANDREW T. DOLE.

The Proprietor* of the Portland Daily Prhm
respect hilly invite attention to their ffccilities for executing, in beautiful style, every description of

Their Kutublwtanw-ut in ftirninhed with all thi> approved modern machinery, and their amortmeut of

Book and

Fancy Types,

Is

adequate

to

1 take pleasure in rccommendiug this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of the kind with which 1 am acquainted.
A. H. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.
I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
of the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms” for the
last three weeks, and must say it far surpasses anything 1 had
My wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest for six mouths till
occupying one of
these beds. 8he would not part with it on anv account.
Kiev. JOHN ALLEN.

pleasure

anticipated.

The Bed Bottom I bought of you fully merits my
expectations, and is fully up to your high recommendations. I would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleeping apartments.
AI STAPLES,
A. N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16, 1862.

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,”
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article ; and I believe it to be superior to
aiivtliiug of the kind now in use.
Waturville, April 12,1802.
ltxv. E. HAWES.
Te*tiini>iiiiil* rimilnr to the above have been received from the proprietor* of the
following public
houses-

Penobsot Exchange, Bangor.
Franklin House, Baugor.
Skowhogau House, Skow began.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
Wiuthmp House, Wiuthrop.
Elmwood House, Waterville.

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

HILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN

E. K. HARDING. President,
E C. HYDE, Secretary.
<Km

II8URAICE.

ear. af Ciekaife St.,
PORTLAND. ME..

Agent of the following Eiatrr Clam Insurance Co’s:

Natioaal laaaraaee Coatpany,
( ash Capital and Sarplas. *600,000.

Republic

Fire laaaraaee
Cash

Engravings,

Billets A Circulars in Every Variety of Type. *

Equitable

Fire aad Xariae I a a.
Of Prorldenee.
biwivd

Co.,
to oe TN

consuieration in vlTceting iwgnun, it her. olferrd to the public, tt the loicesl rates
of premium
adopted by Mound and responsible com panic*
Office in "Boyd't Building," oppotite Font Office.
June 28.

dJtnrtf
*

Mutual Fire Insurance

Company.

BANK CHECKS, NOTES, AM BILLS IE LAWNS.

Company continue to insure property
THIS
terms
favorable
those of any reliable
as

Painting* and Looking Ola**!*.

CONSTANTLY ON

ougni

PORTLAND

FRAME*.

GILT

Coaapaar,

Capital and Sarplus. 8313,000.

Jlrtl

HAND,

RECEIVED,

as

on

com-

P»ny
A1I

TAGS MERCED WITH HOLES k GLUTENEl>
WHEN DESIRED.

policies upon which six premiums have been
paid, are renewed annually free of premium to the
policy holder.
Those desiring insurance will do well to call aad
ascertain tin* terms before insuring elsewhere.

Oflre 109 Middle Street.

Polioien Printed and Bound for
Insurance Companion.

CHARLK8 HOLDEN, f'rrsuicnt
Edward Shaw, .Secretary.
23coddra
"WMMWHUWUH———————

A

very choice collection of Fine F.ngravings and
Lithographs, which we shall be happy to show to any
who may call.

SAXCEL 4DLAKI, Jrn
-peal nn in-

Our Assortment of Artists’ Materials
Is very extensive, being of the best manufacture,
such a* Wiusor & Newton’s Oil and Water Colors,
Itrushea. Drawing
Pencil*. Crayons, Oils and
1
Varnishes, Mathematical Instruments, kc.
Our stock embrace* all articles in this line, and is
! the largest and best selected in the State, and we ofi for the best inducements to dealer* and
both as to quality of good* aud as to prices.

Papers.

Deeds, Law Briefs,

Eqnity Cases,

And other LAW DOCl’MEXTS executed with

Dispatch.

PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE
Will be cheerfully furnished with our Catalogue,
which coutaius a complete list.
A

large assortment of Oval, (iilt. Walnut, Ebony and
ROSEWOOD MOULDINGS,

Constantly

ou

23. 1802.

tfh. plTin
Importer nud

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of

Iritmia Van, TiUe Titlm. wl Plalrd fare,
Aud

Executed in taste to suit the most Ifcstidious.

Dealer in

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

Printing,

a

General Assortment of

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.
is

invited to the

purchasers
large
and desirable stock of Uouse-keepiug Uooda
T1IE
it does nearly
in store,
above, comprising
attention of

hand.

now

as

WEDDING AND ADORES 8

No. 69 Eichnnge Street.

Our

tf

Bargains will be given to those who wish
GOOD
to purchase (iravestones or Monument* ofanv
description. Those who will favor me with a call
shall 1m* satisfied that they are buying a good article
at the lowest price.
Shop on Forest Avenue, near Evergreen Cemetery,
Stevens’ Plains.
jc30-Sm

Parlor, Oliamtoer

FURNITURE,

photograpers,

Styles

are

CARDS

unsurpassed.

URAVENTOVES.

Jull7d3m

Bath. July 3.189.

Of Boston.

MOODY.

rier and Oval Frame*, with French Mirrors; (iilt,
Ebony aud Imitation Kosewood Frames, both Oval
ami .Square, for Engraving* and Photographs, at low
prices and warrauted satisfactory.

June

Franklin House. Augusta.
Cushnoc House, Augusta.
Abbott’s School, Farmington.
Eaton Bov*' Boarding School, Kent's Hill.

DtUCItM:
John l’ntten.
Wm. Drummond, G. E. R. Patten,
Oliver Moees.
Sam’l I. Robinson. E. K. Harding,
M. F. (.anoett, Arthur Sewall,
J. P. Morse,
J. H. McLelian, Lewis Blackmer,
David 1'attro,
Jas. F. ratten, 8. A. Houghton,
J. C. Jameson.

v KiTi, » men

R. J. D. LARRABEE A 00.,

Litchfield Comer House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Revere House*, Vassulboio.
Hallowed House. Hallowed.
China House. China.

And that
Insurance on the
they are prepared to
mutual principle, against marine risks, not exceeding
ia
Oae
Risk.
$10,000
aay

WARREN SPARROW,

Manufacturer* of

JUST

amounts to

#200,000
;
make

Relief Fire lanaraaee Coaapaar,
Cash Capital and Surplus, *260 000.

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ac.

j

THE

Of New York.

B. J. D. LARRABEE A ( O,

For Oil

OFFICE UNDER THE SAGADAHOCK HOUSE.
FRONT STREET.
President and Directors of the Bath Mata si
Marine Insurance Company give notiec that thasr

09ce 74 Middle,

eo.lt f

ORNAMENTAL

MUTUAL

do any work demanded in this State.

Manufacturer., Importer., and Wholesale aud Retail Dialer, in

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
“Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” 1 have puichased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerfully recommend them to the public.
1>k. N. K. BOt'TELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.

Frogs Served to Order. -MS
Meals to Ksoclas Boabdcss at Keduced Radas,
opea every Saaday from 8tail, and from t tat
o'clock.
JaSSedtf

THE NEATEST MANNER.

FRANKLIN C

I Picture Frames,

of the Schrdr

Servsd to order.

Of New York.

Ml.

June 23.

PORTLAND. ME.

PINE APPLE LEMONADE.
8TRAWHERRY LEMONADE.

BATH

DBA LERA IB

FORTRAND,

...

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Marine Insurance Company.

Business Carda of Every Variety,
Style and Cost

No. B Galt Block Commercial Street,

••

JOHN

_INSURANCE.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

Farmington, Feb. 28,1862.

ELIPTIC.

&

GENERAL

( ommercial House, Portland. June 16. 1862.
Having introduced the Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” into mv house, after trial, I pronounce it to be
an easy and healthy bed.
1 am using several kinds
of spring bed bottoms, but cousider the Anderson
if
not
better
than
the best.
fully equal
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

one

Manufacturers.

Every

DOLE

Mr. D. K. Frohock lias furnished the beds in mv
house with the “Anderson .Spring Beil Bottom.” anil

SHUTTLE.

SLOAT

STREET,

j>23tf

:

DIEIGO EATIEG SOUSE,

FIRE

*<1!— N. R.—All work
being promptly and portionally attended to, in warranted to give thorough «atbfaction.

perative as to bring itself into ptace with great faeilitv. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted
strong and durable, aud not liable to get out of order.

Bounty; $2 Premium,

AND ONE MONTH’S
in all !«l.LO.

HEAD QUARTERS.
Adjutant General's Office, I
Augusta, July 31st, 1862. I
GENERAL ORDER No. 24.
The Governor and Uoramander-in-Chicf order*
and direct*, that all enlisted men and all
quotas of
towns, shall report at the general rendezvous in their
respective Divisions without delay; and all (except
those enlisted for the Sixteenth
Regiment at Augusta) must come in, at the latest, before Saturday the
ninth of August. Those designed and
accepted for
the Seventeenth Regiment at Portland, the
Eighteenth at Bangor and the Nineteenth at Bath, should
report themselves, if possible, as early as Thursday,
the seventh of August
All who are enlisted for or
accepted in the Sixteenth Regiment, must report
themselves at the regimental rendezvous in
Augusta
on or before Tuesday, the fifth
day of August.
The General Rendezvous iu the'First Division is at
Bangor. The General Rendezvous iu the Second Division (except for the Nineteenth Regiment at Bath)
w at Augusta. The Gcueral Rendezvous in the
Third
Division is at Portland
By Order of the Commander-in-Chief.
JOHN L. HODS DON.
Adjutaut General.
Daily papers in the State will give this three inscrtions.
augld&wlw

day

ft'om $13 to $33 per month.

$25

Printing Office,

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING!

Portlnad, Me.

tea.

ap at ail hours.
TURTLE SOUP, TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.
BROOK TROUT ami all klada af GAM B

ORNA3IEITAL

141 Middle Si reel,

FT1HIS desirable mechanical arrangement lias now
JL been in use a sufficient length of time to show
that it gives entire satisfhetion and actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring Bed department, embracing a little more
of their exeelrenctes, and yet happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair, and vet so recu-

,r"m tlie

Capital Stock

x,

the healthiest

Served

ME.

PAINTER,

REGIMENT,

and $43 Mate

of

manner.

of

one

Kennebec, twelve mile.
and affiwd* one of the moat

Every Delicacy
POWER

Retail.

GAS FITTING,

Hath is

No. 7 MILK STREET.

Fox Block,

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
tF* (<rtlen wlicited.
jdD—8m

Stand by the Flag )

S3r~P«jr and Rations
of Enlistment..,^?'

$55

City

or

of

inviting retreat, from the duet and tnrmoil of oar
large cities.
The Saoadahock is one of the finest, moat saacioan. and beet appointed Hotels in the State, located
within thseo miuates walk of the
Depot, Steamboat
Landing. Post I MBee. Custom House. Ac., betas directljr iu the business centre of the City.
Trrmu Moderate by the Week er Day
Bath, June 33.189.
dtf

dtf

Officers.

To lie Commanded by Colonel T. A. ROBERTS.

Belfast, Maixb.

June 23.

1M2.

Book and Job

OF

a axso
SIGH

MEN !

SEVENTEENTH

generally.
CO., Prsprirtsrs,

STATE OF

You

; Recruits

and Merchants

iswfininol

5l'FACTTREU

Works 6 Union St., and 233 & 23S Fore St.,

If so, rally at once to the Recruiting Office in FED*
ERAL STREET, under United States Hotel, where

G. C. Goodwin & Co., Boston, General Agents for
New England. H. II. Hav, Portland, and B. F.
Bradbury, Bangor, General Agents for Maine.

CF’Sold by Druggists

and

L. J. CROSS,

HOWES’ COUGH PILLS.

BATH. MAINE.

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

Federal 8ta.

ad

Done in the best

dtf

ATTENTION

rendered their

SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
Proprietor,

AlfVed Carr,

IV. A. FOSTER * CO.
July IT,

PORTLAND, ME.

STEAM AND

Bo-

BROWN.)

JAMES M.

Ufrom

Cocks, Valve,. l'lpc* and Connection,, Whole-

of Middle and ExExchange Street.

W. H.

expectorant and ameliorating agent in
Phthisic, Whooping Cough, and Confirmed

already

And its capacity and ffccilitie* for doing work in good
style are equal to any in the City or State.

AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OP IACRINERY,

as an

the public have
united verdict iu favor of

PAST PRESSES AND STEAM POWER,

J. L WINSLOW', Agt>nl,

comer
Entrance on

Streets.

JT%

Work.

Grindstone*.

CF" Wasted—a Drummer and Fifer.

Tightness or Wheezing in the Chest.
side, or a long standing Hack, the best

HOWE’S COUGH PILLS.

does

Telegraph Office,

Boarders—three miles
Portland—within thirty rods of the
Ocean—with good opportnnitie* Ibr fishing,
sea-bathing and water excursions. A Steamer runs from Portland dailv.
Experienced
in attendnnr.
Jc2S*8w

tlyUil
■

tf

a

Proprietor.

on the coast of
JrMra !«»lltie<
Maine—deHghtMh situated on tlie

By The office in supplied with

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,
Marble

BLOCK,

NO. 4 FOX

Pres*

R. THOMPSON,
prepared to receive order* for

office

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

Daily

of the

I*

M A

war.

counting-room

Preset, head of drat dight of stairs,

STEAM

SEAVET.

BRACKETT,

will be promptly attended to.

Per Head, Me.

Marble

#909!

Land at the close of the

HENRY M.

™B«tjr

Portland. June 23, 18*2.

fair

That for Coughs, Hoarseness and Bronchial affections, tliere is no remedy extant that so universally
affords relief a*

of

O.,

AND SILVERSMITH.
Abo, Dealer in Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.

That for Children troubled with ( anker in mouth

That

Order* left at the

Manufacturing Jeweler,

Stem

stomach, or mothers suffering from nursing sore
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is effected by the use of

the moat liberal

ENTRANCE--821 EXCHANGE STREET,

M U. II. II. HATC H,

MEDICAL ATTENDANCE FREE !

or

on

y,

Pwtlaad, Me.
je23tf

141 Middle Street.

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

Consumption,

n. e r

dtf

OPEN Sir Genteel

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrhoea or any irregularities of the bowels, all other remedies are insignificant, a* compared with

886, Washington St., Bats.
*,*Terms *1 per day. Stable connected

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK’S ISLAND,

HEAD OF MERRILL'S WHARF.

TOTAL ADVANCE, 9140 !

active, healthy condition, as
CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

BATH HOTEL,
By C. M. PLUMMER.

Job Work,

Fancy

term..

fi

e

j«^3tf

TOTAL

L

Corn, Flour and Grain,

DIARRHOEA OR DYSENTERY

cases

JR

Csrser of Pearl

In person* of all ages, no medicine has ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
it work and at tlie same time leaves the bowels in an

THE subscriber would very respectfully announce to bis numerous friends, and the
public generally, that during the temporary
__[compulsory suspension of his business he
furn shed this well-known bouse anew, and is
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon his euutomers, and hopes by strict atteution to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which be has
hitherto received.
£ G. MAYO.
dRwtf
I’aasadnrakeag, June 23,1383.

I»EA LKR8 131-

MEDICINES,

For sale at the above store

CURE

Bank,

PRESS,

Will be promptly attended to

ME.

ALBERT WEBB * C

usual.

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

CENTRAL HOUSE,
E. O. Mayo,
Proprietor.
FAS8ADUMKEAQ, MAINE.

Directly over the Magnetic Telegraph Office, Fourth
Story, where all varietic* of

and Maine State

and Picture- Framing,

Done neatly

ADAMS, Proprietor.

Bath. Jane 23,1862.

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
je23dtf

Next door above the British and American Express
Office, where be will accommodate all who may be in
want of goods in his line, at very low prices.

THIS Is the largest Hotel ia the State, possessing all the modern improvements, and
hrst clam in every appointment.

CHAS. H.
Jt’23-3IQ

<13m

Sugar

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,

Book

Casco

OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE ST8.,
FOX BLOCK,

Plain and

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

23.1R32.

mt

with house.

Jane 23.

PAPERS

COltNEK

PAINTER,

prices.

lias removed his stock of

99V Advance Bounty from the
(J. S. Government!

LYKCH.

THOS.

H.ir War D.w* Will.w Street,

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Pittnre Fraaw. Paper Buzina Fikt Goods, It., it.,

—ANI)—

That for a
Pains in the
remedy is

DAILY

G-rocers,

BARKER,

earner

....

over

tckky.

WILLIAH CAPEN,

S. II. COLES WORTHY,

Invalids !

SUMMER

Howe*’

Portland June

Resi-

to

dents of Portland.

not

Courage

at our railroad station and heard earnest
appeals from "fathers to sons, of whom they
while strong

uses, and at lowest

PELEO

jc23dtf

(3 Exchahqb Sthebt.

913 Advance Bounty from Stale!

sold before the 16th of
August next, it will be sold on that day,
at 11 o’clock, A. M.,at Auction, without
reserve.
Term* very easy. For information applv
to JOHN RANDALL, on the premises, or at the
store of RANDALL & WOODBURY, on Commercial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21. 1862.
dtf

CLEMS’

JOHN LY1TCH,

HALL L. DAVIS,

Tor £al«*.
THE Three Story Brick DWELLINGHOUSE, No. 8 Gray Street. It is iu
good repair, and contain* ten finished
If

J. a.

Pwrllaml, Mr.

prices,

Of every variety, quality and price, embracing all
the various style* of gold papers manufactured, together with a full stock of .Satins, mediums and common paper*—the largest stock to be found in this
market, at lowest n^arket prices. School Books of
every kind in use at W holesale prices.

i.

ent

were

Largest Inducements Tet!

The

«...

[For the Daily Press.)
Erect.

17th REGIMENT TO RE RAISED IMMEDIATELY AND RENDEZVOUS AT
l'ORTLAND !

BRICK iiOUSEnn Gar<lenst,eleven
and all other conveniences, all iu
good repair.
Also HOUSE No. 11 Brackett Street,
containing seven or eight rooms all iu
good repair.
Inquire at 21 Exchange St., or 31 Winter St.,
Portland. July 19. 1862.
dtf
J. F. DAY.

questiou:

enough

private

ROOM
THE

rooms

But to the extract in

Is wab Slavery is the strength of
the South.—The institution of
Slavery, which
in time of peace is a weakness of the South, is
in time of war, and untouched by us, strong

POOR,

store, AT*. 75 Middle Street,
block.) and respectfully iut ite public atlarge and well selected thick of

room*.

and

selected with the greatest care from the best ForAmerican House*, and embraces every article needed for public offices, Countiug Houses and

A

the attempts of armed rebels to destroy it. If
in the way—if the clanking
chains of bondmen impede our progress, let

quality

Is

dispensary

slavery stands

in

eign and

And solicit a share of public
patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.
CHAM. F. CBOAMAN.
THOS. H. POOR.
je24tf

anaU.»

PORTLAND, ME.

'W'holesale

STATION ERY

FORWARD TO THE RESCUE !

CUSHINOj

jo30—8rnd& w

be found in any other establishment in the
Our stock of

ol

6r

Has been removed from the office
to the office of the

JOHN LYNCH A CO.,

can

taken

a v

breed.

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Opposite head of Widgery's Wharf,)

State.

tention to their

this war

c. H.

Premium Blank Books on hand and made to order,
variety of style and finish. From our long
experience, we are enabled to offer to the trade and
than

FOSTER

FINDINGS,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

bargains

-1

Gnssettings,

E.labli.hrd la 188ft.

customers letter

E stablish.rn.eivt

—

ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
SO Union, four doors from Middle
Street,

PAPERHANGING

our

jull4d4w

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy

i

of every

Store !

A

OP

Elutie

fsagrrsa,

sa

Preble Street*.

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS A SHOES,

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,

Ac,

hopes

Free .Street.

AND

53

Sitaaled

»N

TERMS MODERATE. FOR BOARD BT WEEK
OR DAY.

AND-

A long and thorough apprenticeship to the mechanical branch of the business, and several years study
in the higher branches of the art. have rendered him
qualified to execute every variety of w ork in the most
elegant styles, and he
by diligence and constant attention to busiues* to merit the
patronage ol
the public.

OT" Job Printing of every description executed
dispatch; aud all business pertaining to the office or paper promptly transacted on application as

Luting*, Serges,

dtf

EXCHANGE ST.'

IMPORTERS

—

Exchange Street.

Daiut
naaraa*

PORTLANdTmF.

HOUSE,

NOTE, EXTEND and RE-

to

BREED & TUKEY,

Portland, .1 une 28.1862.

Largest, most central House lu the cite
7
Railroads mad Steamboats.

PRI^Tl^G

jullT—d3w

WAREHOUSE !

Press

evening.

WILL

pleased

be

CORD any protest that may be wanted by the
community. A share of business is respectfully requested.
PORTLAND, OFFICE 106 MIDDLE STREET.

all kindi ol

Work,

to

PREBLE

commercial

—AND—

Signs, Banners, Landscapes,

BOOK

CT* HORSES AND CARRIAGES TO LET
JuIlH—3m

JOB

JOHN W. HUNGER,
NOTARY PUBLIC,

Letter, note, Cap and Record napers, Envelopes—
white and buff, Cold Pens, Steel Pens, Ac., Jtc. Every article at lowest rates. W* Buy for Cash and
Sell Cheap.

RALLY TO THE FLAG !

THE

Examinations from $1 to $5.
RESIDENCE No. 30 CHESTNUT ST., PORTLAND.
jul20tf

kind of Blank Book used
Railroad Companies, HoFactories and Countiug Houses.

<

GRANVILLE M. CHASE, 1 Recruiting
WM. M. CUSHMAN,
f Office™.
tf
July 22,18152.

HOUSE,
Bangor, me.,
SHAW,
FROFRUTOR,

O. M.

knowledge derived from the patient,
by simply laying the hand upon the head, or sitting
in the presence of the patieut.

BAILEY A NOYES,

STREET,

BANGOR

out. without any

STATIONERY.

53

HOTELS._

REM OVA L !

AND

every

56 and 58

THOMAS,

ACHES relieved, and the nature
PAINS
and location of Diseases described and
pointed

by Banks, Insurance and

at the Close of the War!

OFFICE 168 FORE

No. 175 Middle Street, Portland, Me.,

Figures, Flowers,

NOYES,

and Church Collectors Books.

tels, Steamboats,

C.

PRINTING.

Magnetic Physician,

Journals, Lodgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letters, Masonic

of

160 Acres of Bounty Land at the close of the War!

JOHN B. HUDSON, Jr,

WILL

A

DR.

68 EXCHANGE STREET, rORTLAXD.

We mako to order

Bounty paid by the United States,
State and City,

Decorative Painting.

manner
as

BAILEY

Maine

BOOKS!

In addition to the

HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer & Collector.
Portland, July 29,1862.
dtf

execute in an artistic
Ornamental Paiutiug, such

a

be ready and mustered into the United .States
Service, within ten days!

Three per cent* Discount

days

to join
REGIMENT,

lO Dollars

remaining unpaid
assessment,
INTEREST WILT. BE CHARGED,

vance.

rr All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the “Editors qf thr Press,” and
those of a business character to the IHtbUnkers.

•

Company

N0. 40,

BUSINESS CARDS.

Sale by

Manufactured and for

-An offer is made of-

Will be allowed. On all Taxes
Four Mouths after the date of the

cents.

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted iu the Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 38 cent* per square in addition to the
above rates Ihr each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in ad-

To

-OB WITHIN-

Sixty Days

a

ACCOUNT

AUGUST 8, 1862.

NOWIN THE FIELD.

of Portland having
for collecting
Tax List for the present vear, notice is
that ou all taxes paid within

Rates of AdvertiRine:

week after.

MEN

66 AND

a warrant

same,

MORE

1S6».

Assessor* of the City
THE
committed to me, with
the
the

| hereby given

Transient

BLANK

FEW

WANTED 1

Notice.

:

Phe

A

Dennis.

TAXES

A. FOSTER A CO.
T

BOOKS ^STATIONERY.

To form

of

MORNING,

MILITARY.

growing

Respectfully,

j

FOSTER, OILMAN End HALL,

If.

FRIDAY

PORTLAND, ME.,

J. H. COOK.

SHOP

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

ALL

every

usually needed in the Furniture and (‘rockery
Departments. Iking oue of the largest slocks in the
Stare, purchasers can find almont any variety of rich,
medium and low-priced goods, suited to their differarticle

ent wauts.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; and the subscriber is coufideut that, combining
as he does the various branches of
business, he can oihr gi>ods at prices that will not
Ifcil of proving satisfactory on examination.

honse-turaiahing

AID

SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

Portland, June 26,1862.

as

daw

138 and 140 Middle Street, Portland.
Jon. 23, IWQ.

dtf

■

Great War

Meeting in Brunswick.
meeting held in the Congregational Church, Brunswick, on Wednesday evening,
Was a noble gathering, and was well calculated to inspire the heart of the patriot, and to
nerve his arm for duty.
The notice was brief
ami limited, consisting simply of an announcement given out at the close of the afternoon
exercises, but it was enougli to secure the objects arrived at. The spacious house was
parked, literally packed full, and not a square

THE DAILY PRESS.

The

PORTLAND, MAINE.
1862.

Friday Morning, August 8,
----

REPUBLICAN
FOR

-—

NOMINATIONS.

GOVERNOR,

ABNER COBURN,
OF 8KOWHEGAN.

of human flesh
Hon. John

For Senators,

HACKER,

Mr. Thomas’ oration was upon Human Progress, in the higher sense of that word, and so
far as we were able to hear it, it was an emi-

war

as

one

Alfred,

Charles F.

thoughts with energy, and with
gesticulation not
rathe

was

For Sheriff*,
Aroostook.... WILLIAM SMALL, of Fort Fairfield.
York.GEORGE GOODWIN, of Wells.

For Registers

of

fortli to the

Aroottook. ...LOUIS CORMIER, Northern District,
J. u. A. BARTON. Southern District.
York.SAMUEL 0. ADAMS, of Alfred.

thought

The

bought

very

he

and all other citizens of the First
who support the State and
to meet in
National Administrations, are
convention at the City Hall, in Portland, on Tuesthe
12th
of
at
11
next,
o’clcok, A.
day,
day
August
M., for the purpose of nominating a candidate to rethe
district
in
the
38th
Congress.
present
will be as follows: Each
The basis of
dty and town will he entitled to one delegate, and to
one additional delegate for every seventy-five votes
cast for the Republican candidate for Governor in

fresh from the

1831.

cheap—for
his

thought

baptismal

this

feeling, if it
continue, for he

John Lynch,
Nath'l G. Marshall,
J. A. Waterman,
Skwall N. Gross,
Daniel
D.
John
Stinson,
Lincoln,
Geo. II. Kmowltom,
Republican District Committee.

From

one

Eihtors

all,

But

long

Maine

94 Senatorial District Convention.

God

at iu o ciock m ine rorenoon, ior me

purpose

oi nom-

for

Register of Deeds,
County Commissioner,
County Treasurer,
Sheriff,
County Attorney, and
Four Senators.
a

year.
Each city and town will be entitled to two delegate*, and one delegate in addition for tin* first fifty
votes, and one delegate for each one hundred vote*
(above fifty), and one delegate when the fraction exceed* fifty votes, cast for the Republican candidate
for Governor iu 1861, namely:
4
6
6
6

Baldwin,

Bridgton,

Brunswick,
Cape Elizabeth,
Casco.
Cumberland,
Falmouth,

Naples,

4
4
4
6
6
4
4
4

4
4
f>
4
22
4
4
6
4
8
7
6

North Yarmouth
New Gloucester,

Ottsfleld.
Portland,
Pownal,

Raymond,

Staudish,
Scarboro,
Sebago.
Westbrook,
Windham,
Yarmouth, 5.

Freeport.
Gorham,
Gray,
Harps well,
Harrison,

During

the

speech

As

••

"

44

44
44

•«

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44.4

44

Scarborough—Caucus.

Auer. 1. I8t)2.

river,

Yesterday, Thursday forenoon,
ance with past usage, the hails, cloisters
secret recesses

tectural

;

table,

1

are

Aimished the sick of the regiment, also
Aroostook.

ice, every day.

V3-1 have known a good old man—says
Bernard—who, when he heard of auy one that
lmd committed some notorious offence, was
wont to say within himself, “He fell to-day, so
1 may to-morrow.”

j

the famous slabs exhumed from the ruins

Nineveh,

that wicked and rebellious

fruits of any such labor.
Whether these scaled

alert, and every

will

book-

ever

be

yet,

we

are

informed,

no

mortal can

break

tiic seal tlmt bolds buck the minds of the llv-

|

ing generation from communion with the men
of Nineveh in the dialed in which the people
of that city were accustomed to communicate
with each other.

or ten

At eleven o'clock the savans who compose
the Phi Beta Kappa Society, came into the
well-filled

church, attended by

listen to the annual oration from

to

the Germania

Hon. B. F. Thomas, of Mass., one of the “Old
Bay State's” honored representatives in the

American Congress.

opened with music, and
Adams, of Auburn.

The

exercises

prayer

were

by Rev.

Mr.

arms

should

days.

In my next I will endaavor to furnish some
local items that may be of interest to your
readers.
Capitol.
P. S.—We are notified bore, by a dispatch,
that Maine has raised her full quota of troops,

OltATlON KKFOIIE THE PHI BETA KAPPA.

Band,

able to bear

tic interests and welfare of the soldier demand
it, but it seems to me the honor of the State
also demand it. Gen. Jameson is improving,
but very slowly. He is very feeble, and bis
attendant physicians say it will lie a long time
If he continues to
lielore he can fully rally.
improve, it is hoped that he may be able to go
to bis borne in Maine in the course of a week

and their secrets revealed to the world,
is among the hiddeu things of the future; .is
as

man

willing to enter his country’s service.
Dr. Garcelon, with whom I spent some two
hours, a day or two since, represents some of
our Maine regiments as being reduced to a
a very low numlier.
By the way, it seems to
me that Gov. Washburn should keep Dr. Gareelon in the field all of the time, looking after
the sanitary condition of our Maine regiments
—going from one regiment to another, and
seeing that they are constantly provided with
efficient medical and surgical aid. Not only
be

opened,

supply I

are

book-worm.

inscriptions, in regular lines, and evidently in
the very language which Jonah used when lie
preached that in forty days Nineveh should be
destroyed. Of course we had not the time to
Iraimlate these ancient inscriptions, and therefore shall not attempt to give the reader the

Joseph Sawyer, Litchfield, Me., arrived here
a few days ago, and has been assigned to Co.
I.; from what he had heard of the Maine regiments he took the 7th for his choice.
Hope

and the company streets liuve
been both ornamented and shaded by small
pine trees which have been stuck up, making

In the east

forms, of that rude kind which proves their
great antiquity, and upon several of the larger
ones—about 5 by H feet square—are elaborate

unate as to need their medical treatment.

now

papers ate of much value, and will throw
much light upon the early history of an interesting portiou of our State. We shall publish
the letter to-morrow.
j

^ '.Nothing
man,

is plainer to every reflecting
than that the great question before the
men of the country is reduced down to

loyal
the single proposition, whether they will conquer or he conquered; subjugate or be subjugated ; whether freedom shall be the law of
the land, or slavery. We are in the midst of
an “irrepressible conflict," and which
way the
beam shall turn is for the nerve and muscle of
the nation to decide.

^y*On Friday, a child of Mr. Aaron Bickford, aged 3 1-2 years, fell down stairs, and

fractured its collar Itone, and the neck of the
scapula, (or shoulder blade.) The fractures
were ary ns ted by Dr. Stephen
Whitmore, of
this city.—[Garuiner Journal.

£y~A Rev. J. Brown, hailing from Rockland, recently shot a rebel at New Orleans, and
saved the life of a federal soldier whom the
ruffian was pursuing with a bowie knife.—
[Rockland

Gazette.

M n.rr ary

ple worthy
vote

a

half

to
a

Dkii.l.—Bangor
be followed.

day in

The stores and

sets an examHer citizens de-

the week to

other

military

drill.

places

of business are
Are the citizens of Port-

generally closed.
land ready to take hold and do likewise?
are ready to join the first
company.

j
|

and i> thus the first to respond to the call of
the President. I have no doubt but that Maine
willla- as prompt as any other State in responding to this call, but it has appeared to us
Maine folks iiere, that the dispatch is a little
premature,thus furnishing additional evidence
of the unreliable nature of telegraphic d:;-

patches.

Capitol.

and 190 lives lost. An interruption
of the lines east of Salt Lake prevents the reception of the details of the terrible disaster
the Golden Gate.

iimi.it..
D

♦

1.

-P

..

..:_

I-*

armies go within the rebellious States,
should l>e takeu to test the loyalty of
the inhabitants, and those who refuse their unqualified adhesion to the cause of the Union,
should either be plaeed under restraint or compelled to go beyond the lines, while their effects should be taken from them, and, so far as
available, be converted to the use of the army.
Resolved, That the national eapital is eminently the place where treason should he instantly denounced and punished, and that the
most stringent measures should lie
adopted by
the proper authorities without delay to discover the disloyal men and women who infest this
District, and that they should be compelled
either to establish in the most conclusive manner their fidelity to the
government or forfeit
its protection.

our

means

JjyOrders have been issued for the departof the newly raised Maine regiments as
follows: The ltlth. Got. Wildes, will leave
the 17th,
Augusta on Tuesday, August
Col. Thos. A. Roberts, will leave Portland,
Thursday, August 14th; the iMh, Col. Daniel
Chaplin, will leave Uaugor, Monday, August!
18th; the 19th, Col. F. D. Sc wall, will leave
Hath, Wednesday, August 20th. Their immediate destination will probably Ik- Annapolis,
Md.. w here they will go into the camp of instruction of Gen. Wool for military drill and
discipline. Each regiment is to be thoroughly
equipped, armed and clothed previous to leaving the State, and the men will also receive
ure

the government and town bounties and advance pay, amounting, in most cases, to #18o.
which w ill enable them to leave their families

comfortably provided for.—[Augusta Journal.

The

following dispatch

j

Strobridge, Philadelphia;

eim!vV?,vC;«lh
PUO\ IDEM E.

Sax Francisco. Aug. 0.—To Wm. L. liasley: I was saved from the burning ship by
fashing myself to the forcastle ladder and
jumping overboard. I passed under the port
wheel while under way and received serious
injury. I was picked up by the ship’s boat
and remained in it 20 hours before reaching
Mauzanilla. Poor Flint was lost.
B. Holiday.

musing

took

place

One of the

men

occurrence

lic recently.

Rigby’s Battery
scarf and

had stolen

small

an

at

Port

a-

Repub-

conueted with
old

yellow dress,

piece

of new carpet.
The act coming to General Milroy’s notice
he sent at once for the man, and having ascertained that there could be no mistake concern,
ing his guilt, he at once concluded he would
let him cultivate a still more familiar acquaintance with female apparel, and
accodingly ordered the idd dress put on the offender, the
scarf tied about his neck, and the carpeting
carefully laid across his arm. Thus equipped
and prepared for creating a sensation, he was
ordered to be marched through the camp.
The mortification of the man was complete,
uo more delaine daesses were stolen in his
command, and the effect was most wholesome.
a

a

NEWPORT.

Sagua. put iu for orders.
BRISTOL. Ar 6th, sch America, Reynolds, Providence for New York.
NEW BEDFORD. Ar 6th, scb 8t Lucas, Barnes
*
New York.
HOLMES'S HOLE. Ar 6th, sch Gentile, Tcrkins
fortune Island 23d ult for Boston.
BOSTON. Ar 6th, brig Isaac Carver, Shiite. 8alern schs ( atharine. Eaton, Ellsworth; Ida Morton
I homnson, Bristol; Mnrtha Ann,
Sargent, Mt Desert;

UAItltll'l).
In thin city 6th inst, by Rev Dr
('bickering, Mr
Koscoe Legrow to Mi** Augusta E Lane, both of this

city.

fn Rockland 5th, Mr.Joseph E Graflam. of Camden, to Miss Helen D Daggett, of Hope.

Beauchamp. Kelley, Camden; Russell. Babson, Wifi

PLEAS ENTERED.

State

Plea,

vs.

not

Samuel

J. Hazel ton.

Assault.

guilty.

State vs. Wm. H. Bredeen.
(Two bids.)—
Larcenies from Neal Devine and Elias Legran.
Plea, not guilty.
State vs. Elizalieth Dennison. Larceny.—
Plead guilty.
Pendextcr.

Arson.

O. C. Frost.
State

Plead

Larceny from

Osgood Gore. Common seller.—
guilty. Recognized for apitearance.

vs.

not

Plead not

GLOUCESTER. Ar 4th, brig Hudson, Griffln.
Delaware Citr.
MACH IAS. Sailed Id, brig Celt, Proctor, New

York.
C* A STINE. Ar 2d, sch Francis Hatch,
Parker,
St Pierre, Miq.
Ar 8d* Rch
State, VenriU,Port«
land; 4th. f lorence. Candage, do.
Sailed 2d. sch Elizabeth,-, Portland;
3d, bark
Turner. New Orleans; Trajan,
Bel-

Bangor for

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the
regular lines. The steamers for or from
Liverpool call at
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call at

BATH.

derry N8.

TO ARRIVE.

Liverpool..New York July

Jura.Liverpool.Quebec.July
Scotia.Liverpool.New York Aug
Kangaroo.Liverj>ool.New York Aug
Europa.Liverpool.Boston.Aug

Common seller.

I

to

~ ~

1

ft

commission of

If

arson.

30
30
81
2
6
9

NEW ADVE RTISEMENTIS
2S/I.

Bobemian.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Aug
Jura.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug

20
Om

23

B. and Elizabeth J. Randall.

vs.

House

of ill fame.

Plea, not guilty.
Harvey Freeman. Keeping a nuisance.
Plead not guilty.
State vs. Hugh Dolan. Threatening to take
the life of one Andrew J. Cash, and
robbing
him of #3,00. Plea, not guilty.
State vs. Alex. McKurcher and Benj. N.
Moore. Larceny of money. Plea, not guilty.
3 P. M.—John Bradley. Andrew McGlinchy,
Patrick McGlinchy, Thomas McDonough, Jas.
Dailey, James Rowe, Peter Boyle, and John
McAlnen, indicted for riot on the 20th of Juiy
last, were arraigned and plead not guilty, and
recognized for their appearance Irom day to
day.
N. Webb, E»q., Counsel for Moore, in State,
McKurcher and Moore, for larceny from the
person of Jonathan Hopkins, commenced his
argument for prisoner Moore.
State vs.

LATEST BY EVENING

PAPERS.

Rebels planning to capture Pope and McClellan—From the Southwest.
New York. August 7.
The Tribune's Washington dispatch says
advices from Sperryville state that a deserter
from Gordonville reports a large force of rebels
at that place and at Stannurdsville and that
reinforcements are arriving daily.
The rebel programme he says is to whip
Gen. Pope and then McClellan.
One hundred and forty citizens of Sperryville who have refused "to take the oath of
allegiance are to be marched over the lines on
Thursday, their journey to lie enlivened with
music suited to the circumstances.
Gen. Sigel's advance corps is not subsisting
entirely u|>on the reliels.
The Cincinnati Times of Monday has this
intelligence which was received by the steamer
Emma:
Our troops are evacuating Corinth and all
points in that vicinity south of the Tennessee
river.
All the stores there are being removed as fast

possible.

The position of troops on the North side of
Tennessee river, holding the railroads on the

East and West, will be fully tenable until the
arrival of troo|>s of the new levy.

following

Augusta, Aug. 7,1862.
appointed

officers have been

since my last:
Thos. E. Wentworth,

Capt., 16th regt.
Augustus Goldeman, Poland, Capt. Co. C,

17th regt.
Otho W.

Burnham, Poland, 1st Lieut.

Co.

C,

17th regt.
Dr. A. J. Billings. Freedom, Surgeon, 10th.
Skirmisher.
(

nnabridge Market—Aaag <!•

Whole number ot Cattle at market 538; about 350
Beeves and 188 Store#, consisting of Working Oxen,
Mileh Cows, and one. two and three year old.
Prices of Market Beef—Extra §6 00 « 6 60: first
quality £5 76; second quality £5 25; third quality #4.
Working Oxen—pair. §90 a 125.
Cow# and l alres—$25, 35 g 44.
Yearlings, none; two years old, $15 a 17; three
years old. £18 a 19.
Sheep aud I .a nibs—3800 a! market: prices in lots
2 10 each; extra §2 75. 8
§1 50, 1 75
3 50.
Hide#—6 a 7c P lb.
V lb.
Pelt#—87c a §1 each.
Calf Skins—8 <*, 9c p lb.
Number from each State:—
Cattle. Sh’p& L'bs. Calves.
Horses.
Maine.
20. IS**.
New Hampshire. 179.123-1.
Vermont,. 202.1548.
Massachusetts,.. 15. 2*i».
New York. 46. 300.
Western. 46.
30. 230.
Canada

Tallow—7i

7}

3*0
538
X. B
Beef, extra and first quality includes nothing hut the l>est large, fat. stall-led Oxen.
Second quality include# the best gras# fed Oxen,
the heat stall-fed Cows, aud the best three year old
Steers.
Ordinary consists of the Bulls, and the refuse lots.
Sheep, extra iuciiide« Cossets, and when those of
interior quality are thrown out.
There were 80 cars over the Grand Trunk and
Eastern Hailroad; 88 over the Boston and Lowell;
and 40 over the Fitchburg; —of those over the Fitchburg were lYom Albany.
—

change nf

rare.
rIt ihiMO atlm Ini

jcn XL w »•

PORT OF PORTLAm

t-

wnnw

-»

_

enjoy

Tbarxlay, Aagaat 7*

party.

ARRIVED.
S.

in

n

tore we would say that we know of no other
spot
within forty miles of this city where so beautiful a
panorama of oar State scenery can be seen.
Every effort will be made to make the Excursion
pleasant. Those fond of dancing will And a good
floor laid in the grove, 25 by « fret. Swings, Footballs, ke.. will be provided, la a word, the Committee will do all in their power to make all who attend
themselves.
Tea and Coffee will be famished free to all, bat
each must provide himself with drinking vessels far
his
Tne music will be famished by the

Till..

road in bad state.

WEDNESDAY, AVGUST 13th.

To SahattiiTille. running over the Ken. ft Port. H. R.
to Brunawick. from thence up tho
Androscoggin Road
which skirt, the Androscoggin
Rirer lor eigbt
or ten miles to the grove near Sabattla
Pond,
which is within one bandied rod, of the baas of 8abattis Mountain, making one of the moat bcantiftil
rides by railroad from thia city, and without ana

Sch M Greenough—80 tons plas-

jii

PICNIC.

MAINE CHARITABLE! *■.
CHAHIf ASSOCIATION will make
their Annual Picnic Excursion

ALMANAC—Friday,
days.14

guilty, Pike—guilty.
Libby. Manslaughter.
Plea, not guilty.
State vs. Inhabitants of Scarboro. Keeping

-A..

THE

MINIATURE
Aug 8.
Sun rises, morn.4 56 I Length of
18
Sun seta, eve.7 14 | Moon set*. 3 18
High Water, eve. 9 51

State vs. Fred. W.

2*1.

ANN UAL

.Liverpool.Aug

Jones

O.

DEPART.

9
Nova Scotian
.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug 9
Saxonia.New York
Aug 9
Hamburg
Australasiau.New York
13
Edinburg.New York.. Liverpool.Aug 16
16

not

Cld 6th, sch Ranger, Lowden, London-

26

Etna.New York. Liverpool.Aug

WINDSOR NS.
ter, master.

Babbidge,

fojr*’

Londonderry.

guilty.

Accessories

The

delphia.

Plead

guilty.

State vs. James Noninn.

as

Machias.

Also cld 7th, bark Emblem, Raker,
Marwdllee; acha
Starlight, Doane, Western Islands; FJ Cummin**
Rolah. Pictou: West Dennis, Crowell. Baltimore- B
C Knight, Whirlow, and Westover, Eidridge. Phila-

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

Arabia.Liverpool.Boston.July
New York. July
Bavaria..Southampton
of Baltimore.

CoX J” !

^d0r‘i°*

FOREIGN IMPORTS.

State vs. Chas. II. Roberts.

pleads

,h*rk l-VRander, (;|„rer. Cienfbegoe; brig,
Foster, Griffin, Govaiv*-*, Milwaukie
r-.;
n Held; acb. J W Drieko.CokNS; M R Carlisle, Ryder, fortress Monroe; SearaviUe
it.)
timore; Luther Child. Kelley, ami Wonder Hailock
do; Anna (Gardner, Knowles, Philadelphia- Younr
America, Barbour, New York; Statesman, Mitchell

day*.
In Augusta 30th ult,
Stephen Hen nr Prescott, formerly of the5tb Me Battery, aged
Lyman
Edward, son of Lyiuau and Mary E Trask, aged 6
years 4 mos.
In Gardiner 2d Inst, Sarah,
daughter of William
Garlaud, aged about 15 years.
In Lewiston 3d inst. Mrs Theodore, widow of the
late Deacon Ezra Randall, aged 83 year*.
In Auburn 2d inst, Viola Uapnard,
daughter of
Cornelius White, aged 2 years.
In Uumford 2d iust, Eugene, son of the late Asa
Abbott, aged 9 years.
lu Farmington 5th inst. Edwin E Whittier, eldest
son of I F and 31 J Whittier,
aged 20 years.
In Hillsborough Nil 3uth ult, .Susan M
Roundy,
formerly of Maine, aged 40 years 2 mos.

guilty.

Plea,

Aim ar 7th, hark John
firifln, Park, PortlandNerettt. Bennett, New Orleana; »eh« Carrii M Rich.
Ilardv, I ictou; MarM, Kal.-r, Waldoboro;
Ply lag
Dragon, Brier, Bangor; driven, Wallace; (.eorge
and Elte» Kllen, Ricker, Portlaud;
* ***’“’
*rn'ou,>>; George, t'yrtli, KcnDehank

In Brewer 6th inst, Nora R, wife of Thomas W
Burr, a«red 22 years 9 mos 20 days.
lu Rockland 1st hint, Mrs Hannah F, relict of the
late Freeman Harden, aged 75 years 10 mos 11 days;
2d, Amos, sou of Calvin aud Theresa Gregory, aged
18 years 2 mos; 4th, Anna Caroline, daughter of William N aud Frances S Knowiton, aged 11 month* 4

TO

State vs. Eben

Star. Dunham.Bowdoiuham; Olive Elizabeth
Hnnillton, and llannie Westbrook. Littlejohn. portl

c«>*et:

DIED.

City
Supreme Judicial Court.

brig Chesapeake, Bailey, Wilmington
Ar 8th, brig KThnraton,
Brightman

8th.

^Sailed

3#years;

A Novel Punishment.—A somewhat

acha E H Adams. HinekB*n*or «d Bel fait.
8tli, «ch Trident, Perry, War-

Ar

run.

iar particular atteutloo paid to S«rjterr, Including diseases of the eye and ear.
aug7—drad

lias I>oeu received:

We

correspondents and papers which are continually criticising the Secretary of War or GeneTwentieth Regiment.—Our corresponrai McClellan, would icud their energies in !
k
1...1_
the
and
arousing
people,
inducing them to as
follows:
come forward and efficiently back up these j
A twentieth regiment of infantry i« railed
men, they would exhibit more real patriotism,
for from Maine. The companies for it are all
to say the least, than they now do.
ready raised, under the call for three hundred
Our army is fast Incoming decimated by
thousand volunteers, and the regimental officers are selected.
It will be announced soon.
sickness and other causes. Many of our best
It will rendezvous in Portland with its organigenerals are obliged to leave the Held on ac- zation complete
by the fifteenth inst.
count of exposure and fatigue. Gen. Jame;
Skirmisher.
son and Geu. Berry from our own State, who
The Philadelphia Press annouces edihave so gallantly led on our forces in many a
torially that Gen. Ilalleck has completed his
bard-fought battle, have been obliged to re- plan for the speedy investment and capture of
lHehmond, and the con4liest of peace. His
tire; and X learn from Dr. Garcelon, who has
columns are in position ; his roads have been
just returned from James River, that many of selected; his |K>int of concentration has been
our surgeons arc faltering and must soon be
| chosen.
relieved; and if one wishes to form some idea
*J?“-The following resolutions, adopted amid
of the condition of the “rank and tile,” let
tlie most uproorous applause at the late meetthem visit the hospitals, even in this city, and
ing at Washington, are additional to those we
they can readily imagine the large number un- have already given. The remainder of the
lit, on account of disability, for duty. Under
series are in keeping with these:
such circumstances, the country should be
Resolved, That in our judgment whenever

city to whose inhabitants Jonah was sent on a
missionary tour, but who, faithless to his duty,
found nimself, very much against his will,
pressed into the whaling business. These
slabs, several in number, are of grayish stone,
engraved with figures in human and other

in this army. Their services
are much needed, and w ill lie appreciated by
our brave fellows, many of whom are so unfort-

abri,

forms the chief attraction.

of ancient

regiments

healthy ami comfortable shade.
Soft bread, dried apples, and vegetables

of our government maintained, we have got to
have our army largely augmented; and if those

Mr. Durant at the dinner

principal portion of the north transept
appropriated to paiutings, to specimens in
geology, mineralogy and ornithology, and to
relics of a mysterious and dark age. Here,
carefully secured, like pannels, in the ceilings,

Several surgeons from Maine have arrived,
and have been assigned with the different

u

and

The

except that our men have been at times deprived of their rest by this course.

of tente (V

I know of no safer conclusions upon
which we may rest. There b one thing that
we may depend upon with certainty, that if
this rebellion is suppressed and the authority

is

appreciat-

new

beauty by

a ravenous

thing for the enemy to make
these night attacks, and while we have always
responded to them, to let them know that we
were “alive,” this cowardly example they have
seen fit to set has never been imitated by our
Generals in a single instance.
They have,
however, done but little damage in this way,

a

dence.

don't know how many
Library, num!x>ring
volumes, but presenting an array of plain and
fancy backs sufficient to satisfy the hunger of

landed on the Peninsula it has been

otlicrs will “go and do likewise.”
Our regiment has recently had

elsewhere, whilst,
confidence reposed in
or

Held, or iu the position they now occupy, by
the President, they are entitled to our confi-

we

no uncommon

Maine

and

and others in authority, either military or civil,
should cease. So long as they are kept in the

end of this building, extending partially down
the north transept, is the voluminous College

camp near the river, and some damage was done to the trains. Oar Beige guns
that were planted on the banks of the river
gave them a few compliments, in the shape of

we

squarely

and inefficient par-

I say. that such Is the
“Old Abe,” it seems to me that the fault-finding and censuring in regard to our Generals

chapel

The

they talk of making legal tender of alewives.
This is going back to the first principles. In
the eajly days of the colony these Ashes were
the only change.
EyGtn. Howard visited Camp Howard, at
Bath, yesterday forenoon.

.it

i

being in

pounders,
ed by the midnight “chivalry."

ties, whether in the field

of “Old Bowdoin” were laid

tlie most of the free exhibition.

and about 2

which were no doubt

promptly notify delinquent

a

entire affairs, eswar, and that he

has the decision and backbone to

open to the public, aud great w as the rush, of
ladies and gentlemen, old and young, to make

o’clock in the morning commenced to shell our
camps at the Landing. The lights that were
burning on the transports and in the camp
were immediately extinguished, and so they
failed to get good range, and consequently did
but little damage. Several lancers were killed,

100

general supervision over our
pecially such as relate to the

in accord-

The i-ebcls got several batteries in position
the other side of the

and whilst it is known that that he exercises

“liowdoin.”

at

Leo ai. Tendency.—The Bath Times
says
that over at Warren and about Georges river,

specimen,

comprehending the magnitude of the crisis
through which the country is now passing;
as overlooking the
doings of the several Departments; as being fully conversant with our
Operations in the field; and that he is the man
for the position he now occupies. Whilst such
confidence is expressed in the President, not
only here, but throughout the whole country,

bid fair to be most effectual

Closing Festivities

conclave.”

as

crashing the rebellion. The meeting closed
at nearly 11 o'clock, and ail concur in saying
that it is the marked event of the day in the
goodly town of Brunswick.

(From our Regular Correspondent.]
Letter from the Maine Seventh.

Headquarter* 7th Me. Yols.
Camp near Harrison’s Landing,

as

ryrhc 19th regiment, at Bath, is full, and
recruiting for it has been stopped. Indeed,
there are several companies already raised for
it more than the compliment, which will
probably go into the old regiments.
E#“The Rockland Free Press says the Dana convention in this city is to be a “secession

partments, and the Generals in command, we
hear but one opinion expressed in regard to
President Lincoln. He is understood by all

in

The Republicans of Scarborough, and all others fato the present State and National Administrations,are requested to meet in caucus at the Town hou»c
in said town, on Monday the 11th day of August, inst.,
at 6 o’clock, P. M., to choose three delegates to attend
the First Congressional District Convention, to be
holden in Portlaudon Tuesday the 12th day of Aug.,
inst.,to nominates candidate for representation to
Congree*. Also to choose four dolfisatfl to attend
the Cumberland County Convention, to be holden iu
Portland on Tuesday the 19th day of August, inst., to
nominate candidates for couutv officers.
Per order of the Town Committer.
Scarborough, Aug. 4, 1862.

Since

and

44

vorable

on

these

of such means

and it is a fair

July 27,

to

Physician and Scboxon—H a. LAMB. U. D.,
Office, corner of Congress anil Chestnut Streets,
/‘artland, Me.

the

evening
the steamship
Francisco July

to

Golden Gate, which left San
21st for Panama, with 2J0 passengers and
$1,114,000 In treasure for New York, and
$270,000 for New England, was burnt at sea

State

stand-points, and
they promulgate is
influenced more or less by their prejudices. It
is well known that the public mind is eager
At the late annual meeting of the Maine
for news, and that the more point there can lx;
Historical Society, at Brunswick, a letter was
given to a report or a despatch, the more pala- received from lion. Jos. H. Williams, accomtable it is. It is to be regretted that such is
panying the gift of the original deeds, records,
the stale of things, for those who seek the
papers. Ac., relating to the celebrated “Kentruth, rather than the gratification of a mor- j nebec Purchase,” placed at the
disposal of the
bid appetite, are kept continually in suspense.
Historical Society, in pursuance of the exWhilst we hear different expressions in repressed purpose and desire of his deceased fagard to the efficiency of the Heads of the Dether, the late Hon. lteuel Williams. These

41

44

*

Washington;

Terrible Disaster at Sea.

Dispatches from New York
papers August 7th.. say that

cler.”

mongers occupy different
the character of whatever

to

"

44

the enemy. Another repoint, and brings the in-

I presume, of more or less that is telegraphed
through the country. News bearers and news

..

44

Where did Bro. Dingley, of the Lewiston Journal, obtain his “Census of Bowdoin
Class of lNt>2?”
H’e think he copied it
from the Press, for we know the Press took
pains to obtain it direct from the “Chroni-

ail

being bagged by

afloat at

words were pronounced,
flags, as though drawn
up by some spirit power, rose slowly fifflfteen or twenty feet above the speaker's bead,
Hexj. Kingsbury, Jr.,
and remained as though hovering over him.—
Clement Phinney,
Luke Brown,
“Go up!” exclaimed the one-armed hero,
G.
O.
Cook,
“that is your destiny.” Tlie effect was elecKlbuidok G. Wago,
Daniel Elliot.
trical, and long and loud were the plaudits of
Republican County Committee.
that crowded assembly. We suspect tlie intd
1862.
July 29,
visible spirit that conceived anil carried out
Republican W ard Caucus.
this pleasiug tableau, all unknown to any one
The Republican* and all other citizens of this city,
but itself, is a “familiar” of our old friend, Maj.
who support the State and Natsonal Administration's,
are requested to meet in their various wards, ou
C. W. King, of Brunsw ick, under w hose cureFriday Evening, August 8th,
ful hand and good taste the house had been
three
from
each
At 7} o’clock, to select
delegates
j draped for the occasion. It is not the first
ward, to attend the District Convention to be held in
this city Ang. 12th, for the purpose of nominating a
time be has managed to tike an audience by
candidate to represent the First District in the 88th
a pleasant surprise.
Congree; the delegates thus selected are to choose six
delegate* at large.
Of the speech of Mr. Chandler we hear only
Ward 1 will meet at the Engine House.
Ward Room, Congress 8t.
2
unqualified
praises. He brushed aside all file
M
\
rtle
8
St.
constitutional and legal cobwebs which secesOld Citv Hall.
4
Ward ftooni, South 8t.
6
sion sympathy has contrived to weave around
6
Spring 8t.
Brackett St
7
the questions of the hour, to embarrass the paPer order Republican City Committee.
triot in the performance of his duties, and demonstrated the path of duty as plainly as
Caacas—Westbrook.
The Republicans of Westbrook, and all others who
though a thousand suns were beaming upon it.
•apport the State and National Administration, will
His speech, in many respects, was the speecli
meet at the Town House in said town on Saturday,
August 9th, at 5 o’clock P. M., to select delegates for
of the evening, and set free from bondage
the Congressional and Senatorial Conventions.
Per order of Town Committee.
many a doubting spirit, heretofore troubled
Westbrook, Aug. 1,1862.
w ith constitutional scruples about the adoption
shield

hardly

Home Guard.

bv “Bull Hun.”—

hands of the Government troops. Such is the
character of much of the war intelligence

follow it wherever it may
be it to life or to deatli—to victory or to

the

even

occupied by our forces is impregnable;
that the most implicit confidence is reposed in
those in command; that if a word is uttered
derogatory to Gen. McClellan, the men are
ready to knock you down ; and that with such
reinforcements ns are expected there at an early day, Richmond must surely fall into the

the entire

defeat.

euualled

perfect “Ske-

now

stationary during
day.—
While the General was speaking, he referred
the honored emblem of our nationj to the flag,
ality, and turning towards it, spoke of the
pleasure with which he had followed it, and

The County Committee will be in session at the
New Citv Hall, August 19, at 8 o’clock, A. M.
The Chairmen of the several town Committees are
requested to forward the names of their delegates to
the Chairman of the Couuty Committee a* soou as
they may be chosen.

daddle."

not

commanding

formation that our army before Richmond is
in an excellent condition; that the position

!

lead,

23?“ Dartmouth College has conferred the
honorary degree of LL. D. upon Hon. Nathan
Clifford of this city. Judge Clifford is a native
of (.ralton County, N. H., the same
county in
which the college is located.
25? (fen. Howard addressed a war-meeting
in Biddeford, last evening.
2y“Gov. Sprague has ordered a colored
regiment to be raised in Rhode Island for a

late movement of Gen.
there as a

turns from the same

Behind the speaker and in front of
the pulpit, was a large shield, flunked on eacii
j
; side by tlie stars and stripes, which had re-

j

have no confidence in their

regarded

of

character.

j his determination

Wilkes is on the lookout for Merrimac No. 2.

as we

in Gen. McClellan since his retreat before Richmond, and that our whole army Is in danger

which followed that of Mr. Durant, an incident occurred of a most pleasing and thrilling

mained

or

officer of the Staff or Line can
be found, but what has lost confidence entirely

General Howard,

of

I

more

McClellan is
that

was

ment.

County Committee for the ensuing

little

a

Generals—that the

terribly scathing upon Northern sympathizers with secession, and handled
with red-hot pincers the traitorous ingrate in
Brunswick who, it is now shown, though his
name has not yet transpired, has been writing
letters to Lindsey, M. P., of London, urging
him to push his intervention scheme, and to
secure the recognition of the rebel governMr. 1).

property,

inating candidate*

they

great object sought is fully secured.

suppression

^^“Congressional Convention in the 2d
district—old and new—to-day, at Auburn.
SyTlie Augusta Age says the contract for
luilding the Somerset and Kennebec Telegraph line has been awarded to A. I). Brown,
dsq., of that. city.
23? 'When, at the Commencement dinner
table at Brunswick, Mr. Durent of Boston, referred to “the silent eloquence of that vacant
sleeve,” pointing to Gen. Howard, the effect
was perfectly electrical.
23?” The Army correspondent of the New
York Express, writes that Fort
Darling is to
be reduced at an early day, and that Com.

Biver” country and tells us, that our forces
there are in a very precarious condition—that

within the reach of

placed

Correspondent.

papers. To be sure, we hear all sorts of
reports. One man comes up from the “James

loyal men, and lie would use these means without stint and without compunction, until the

The Republicans, and all others in the County of
Cumberland, who arc in favor of sustaining the present National and State Administrations, and for the
of the existing wicked
speody aud final
aud groundless rebellion against the host government
in tno world, at whatever cost of life and
are
to send delegatee to meet in the New
City Hall, in Portland, on
Tuesday, August 19, 1862,

requested

Almighty

ha«

our own

tant

only thick hut heavy. In a word, he
square-edged, flat-footed, and unmistaka-

ble ; and to put down this accursed rebellion
he would seize hold of every means which

AND

where there is no grass.

r with its contents.
The tire was communiated to the outbuildings and to the
house,
vhich were consumed.—[Farmington Chron-

have reasons to expect It
We get hardly any War news here, except
as we get it through New York or more dis-

soon

were not
was

mowing

25T -Tic barn of Mr. .Tames Maxwell, in
Vebster, was struck by lightning on Tuesday
fternoon of hist week, and consumed, togeth-

regularly,
somebody else perhaps,
some news or
something else. Why it is, or
where the fault is, I cannot tell, but the general complaint here is, that whilst other papers
from Maine reach the subscribers regularly the
Portland papers are very irregular. Will you
stir up the delinquents, whoever they may be,
Messrs. Editors, and let us have the news frign

blows he dealt at the rebellion and the rebels

CUMBERLAND COUNTY

the rebellion

he would ten-

Press :—If I could receive the

could send you,

over-

did not

of

“Portland Press”

font of the Boston

existed at

see

words,

Irregular mails—Conflicting reports from the
Army—President Lincoln—Our army being reduced—A suggestion—Gen. Jameson.
Washington. D. C., Aug. 4th 1862.

revealed his brass
knuckles and his stiff cowhide boots, and the

July 16,1862.

In his own

Letter from Washington.

anti-slavery

and put on gloves of silk and
shoes of rubber before touching a rebel.

City

;hat it is hard

icle.

In view of such

Courier,

The Committee will be in session at the
Hall,
In Portland, on the morning of the Convention, at
to
receive
credentials.
A.
M.,
10,

earnest and whole-souled in his devotion to the

men

Union party—a Bell-Everett man, and perhaps it was expected that he would come all

representation

.he matter over in silence we ask the reader
to understand that it will be on the
principle

tice to their wicked leaders.

harmony with this idea.
The speech of Mr. Durant took every IkkIv
by surprise. He is a “conservative” man—one
of the original friends of the Constitutional

requested

the listener rail

der full amnesty to the rebel masses, upon
their return to allegiance, hut inexorable jus-

friends could afford to possess their souls in
patience. Ilis speech in the evening was in

Republicans,

AJto to elect

could be

consideration

a

FIRST DISTRICT.

Congressional District,

field,

as

distressing to the speaker himself.
laboring under the influence
of hoarseness. Judge Thomas is of the conservative school in politics, hut his speech at
the dinner table showed that, though somewhat scrupulous about the use of means, he is

had gone
and had had their sway, he

of Jeff. Davis' paper dollars!

Congressional Convention.

His voice is

country, and in his desire to

What would he

left of it after 900,000 mailed

Deeds,

definitely
rough, and is

he was

crushed out.

..

Rlavery question.

freedom of

avoid the conviction that his harshness

Perhaps

Dr. Hitchcock’s
views are well known, and he did not in any
way seek to disguise them. In the afternoon
he had said that he did not feel concerned
about the

a

local, but a State institution, and
-ve did not feel at liberty to dismiss it with a
lere dash of the
pen. Having got through
villi that we shall now change the tune.
During our absence for a few days we
uiderstand our neighbors of the Argus and
Advertiser have been paying their “respects”
us, but we have had no time since returning
see what
they have said. If we should pass

confined to

unpleasant, inasmuch

scarely

and necessities of- the hour.

Fo» County Treasurers,
,8AM L BRADBURY, of N. Limerick.
Aroottook
York.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.

always

his is not a

of voice is

i’eleg W.
Chandler of Boston, It was not our privilege
to be present, therefore we can speak only from
hearsay. The speeches were all that the names
of the gifted gentlemen making them could
warrant. They were fully up to the demands

For County Commissioners,
Aroottook. ...THOMAS J. BROWN, of Hodgdon,
NATHAN S. LUFKIN, of Eaton Gr’t.
York.........DIMON ROBERTS, of Lyman,
ALFRED HULL, of Sbapleigh.

for the past few numbers with matters
dating to Commencement at Bowdoin. But

oom

open, frank countenance, an intellectual developement of brain, and he delivers his

and Hon.

Durant, Esq.

ips of the nation.
2y”We owe an apology, perhaps, to the
catlers of the Press, for engrossing so much

their

an

called to the chair. The speakers were Rev.
Dr. Hitchcock of New York. Gen. Howard,

of Fort Fairfield.

York..JOHN WENTWORTH, of Kittery,
GIDEON TUCKER, of Saco,
LUTHER SANBORN, of Pareonsfield.

of the

orator Is a

the burn-

it is <|uite
reliable that our State will eotne in for a full
hare in the cup of sorrow presented to the

praises, and pronounced it
tlnest things of the occasion. The
fine looking man, with a noble form,

unqualified in

lai-1 down rules.

o!

;.4rw ben the list of sufferers by
ing of the Golden Gate is published,

Those who heard the whole of it,were

rection.

it could hold.

H. Goodeuow

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

nently practical discourse, well calculated to
stimulate thought and action in the right di-

foot of spare, above or below, in nave or transept, in pew or aisle, but contained as much

For Representatives to Congress,
T'ktrd Digtrict JAMES G. BLAINE, of Augusta.
District.
.FREDERIC A PIKE, of Calais.
Ftfth

root took_ISAAC;

^

Sch John Bull, (Br) McDonald. Pictnn.
Sch Martha Greenougb, (Br) Stoddard, Windsor N

PORTLAND

BAND,

And the dancing will be under the direction of Messrs.
A. T. Pierce, A. D. Smith and F. M. Parsley.

Sch Stag. (Br) Maenmher. Herbert River NB.
Sch Ocean. Pearce, Boston.
Sch Carrcssin, Jordan. Ellsworth.
Sch Elizabeth, (•ray. Bancor.
Sch Lucy Anti. Blake. Bangor.
Sch Delaware, Robinson. Thomaston for Boston.
Sch Amelia. McGoiine, Camden.
Sch
Sawyer. Rockland.
Sloop Splendid. Small. Bancor.
Steamer Lewiston. Knight, Boston.

Tickets for the Excursion, 75 Ceifr,
To fa* had of Lowell ft Sen ter. Exchange Street, J.
E. Fern a!<1, Middle Street, Smith ft Boyd, t nngfsas
Street, and the Committee of Arrangements.
Cars leave the depot of the Kennebec ft Portland
Railroad, foot of Myrtle Street, at 8 o'clock. A. M.
J T. EMERY,
Committee

Freeport,

j

<»EC). WATERHOUSE.!
of
ELISHA HIGOI58,
j Arrangements.
Portland, Aag. 7.1*B.
td

CLEARED,

Brig Charlena, Nichols. Mansanilla, If Eaton.
Brig Fannie Butler, Bartlett, Bancor, master.
Sch G W Carpenter, Edmonds, Fleetwood E, U
Winslow k Co.

J. F. Bit IIABDSOX,

DESIGNER

£3T*A2 bark Ocean Bride, 32.1 tons, bnilt at Frank1866, has been sold in New York on terms not
learned.

AND

lin in

ENORAVEItj

DISASTERS.
brig is reported ashore on the RomerShoals,
and a sch ashore on West Bank, below New York.
Bark Escoriaza, (of Baltimore) Ryder, fin Queenstown June 18. with a cargo of coal' for Havana, was
totally lost July 21, on the north side of the Island
of Eleuthera. (
sprain and crew sav ed and taken to
Nassau XP. The E registered 244 tons, and w as built
at Robbinston in 1861.

SO. 84}

KIDDLE

STREET,

One Door Last of Canal Bank.
iy Orders by mail

or

express

augfteod3tnlamw

promptly exseuted.

Per steamship Arabia, at Boston.
Ar at Calcutta June 12, Parthenia, Hinton, Melbourne; Regent, Hamblin. Galle.
Sailed 12tn, Edward, Hale. Boston.
Sailed from Bombay June Id, Burlington, Howes,

The Best Clothes Wringer

lu port 27th, Crown Point, Knapp, for New York.
Alexandria 12th ult. Hoary Clark,
Towne. London; R M Mills, l'errv. do.
Ar at Ibrail 13th ult, L M Strout, Williams.Cardiff.
Ar at Genoa 20th ult, Caroline F Kelley, Pote, Gib-

HALEY, HORSE * BOYDBX’S

IX

THE

MARKET.

Loudon.

Sailed from

-PATENT-

Self-Adjusting Clothes Wringer.

raltar.
Ar at Marseilles 20th ult, Czarina, Pinkham, New
York.
Cld 21st.
Lncretia, Bowers, New York.
Sailed 18th, Harriet. Mclian, Boston.
Ar at Figuera 9(h ult, C F Young; Packard, New
Y ork.
Ar at Gibraltar 16th ult, Velma. Nickerson,Boston.
Sailed from Bordeaux 24th ult, Danville, Soule,
New York.
Sailed from Havre 22*1 ult, William Nelson, Cheever, New York; S R Mallory. Lester, Boston.
Ar at Hamburg 10th ult.* Mary Goodell, McGilvcry,

THE

Mary

INVENTION.
»

patented

June 30, 1601.

Callao.
Ar at Helveot 20th nit, Lafavette, Small,Rangoon:
24th. Fairfield, Hull, New York.
At do 2ltb, Mary Bradford, Thompson, for England (another account says < ardeoas) readv.
Ar at Autwerp 19th ult, Harpswell, Rogers,Buenos

Machine is

improvement
THIS
invented.
Wringing Machines yet bed-auilt
on

handkerchief

a pocket
can

Ar at London 21st ult, Columbia, Roberts, Re medio* ; Alice Couoce, Singer, New York.
Cld 21th, James R Keeler. Delano, New York.
Eut outward 22d. Plymouth Rock, llammond. New
York; 24th, Zingari. Leighton* Bordeaux; 26th, Danl
Webster, Spencer, New York.
Passed Portsmouth 22d, Prestissimo, James, London for
Ar at F'almoutli 20th, Ocean Traveller, Stone.Sagua
Ar at Weymouth 25th. It Colcord. Colcord,NYork.
bailed from Scillv 29th, lloliart, Jordan, F',a*tport.
Ar at Bristol Pill 21st, Acacia, Packer, Cieufiiegos
for Bristol.
Sailed from Newport 23d, M C F'ox, Fredericks,
Mat an? a*.
Ar at Grimthr 22d, El Dorado. Hares. Bangor Me.
Ar at Belfast 21st, Julia Cobb, Staples.Montevideo.
Sailed from Queeustowu 18th, Village Belle. Reed,

for

Stale of Maine,

the

Any one wishing to try one of the Machines before
purchasing, cam have one sent to their house br leaving their address at the store recently occupied by Dr.

Parsons—next door above Sew CRy Hall.
tr Agents wanted in every town in this State,
(Kennebec County excepted.)
lwdft w
Portland, August 7, 1863.

Piano-Fortes

ftynL

—

*«.—

Melodeonn
TO
BY A.

Ho. 51

afidlw

Taber. England.
Putnam, Balti-

LET!

ROBINSON.

Carver. Damon.

Sailed 20th. Garnet. Bradford, Calcutta.
Report of ('apt William Doughtv. late master of
the ship Marcugo, of Brunswick. Mr, from iluelva
for
Liverpool. Left Huelva at 3 PM June 13. clear,
with moderate breeze from NNE; 20th, 7 PM. weather cloudy, wiud NNE, a strong gale, the ship sprung
aleak; all hands were ordered to the pumps, and

Exchange

Si.

Powder,

Insect

more.

ro* DESTROY INO-

Roaches Ants, Moths, Mosquitoes, 4(«
vegetable production
effectual
will be found
THIS
above-mentioned and other insects.
is

s

a

made every exertion to save the ship, but the pump*
were eaten up by the cargo icooper and sulphur ore),
and became useless. On the 23d of Juue the
ship was
fast sinking, when a signal of distress was hoisted,
and the sch Charlotte Helen, Williams, of Barrows,
from Poinaron for Glasgow, came to her assistance,
and took all hands on board at 6 PM, and landed
them all safe at Amiwich July 9th.

moat

and can be used with
For sale by

ous,

L. If.

July

perfect safety.

TITCOMB, Apothecary,
eod2w

22.

from Persia, and
destroyer of the
It la not poison-

373

Congress Street.

GRAND TRUNX RAILWAY.

FOREIGN PORTS.

Hrightou Market— Aaag 7.
At market, 1000 Beeves, 200 Stores, 3000 Sheep and
Lambs, aud 700 Swine.
Prices—Market Beef—Extra $6 50;
first quality
§6 25; second do £6 00; third do $4 75 a 6 60.
Milch Cows—$47 a 49; common do $18 a 19.
Veal Calves—£3 a 5.
New York for Liverpool.
Yearlings, none; two years old $17 a 18; three !
July 28. lat 31 43. Ion 63 30, sch W H Fry, Boston
years old, $20 a 21.
for Aux Cayee.
Hides, §6 a 64c p lb Calf Skins, 8 a 9c f> lb
Tallow—Sale# at 6] a 7|c |> lb.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
Sheep and Lambs—$2 00 a 2 0o; extra 83, 0 00 a
In port 2d inst, ship SagaSAN FRANCISCO.
4 00.
more,
Treadwell,
Liverpool.
Pelts—75 a 87c.
BALTIMORE
Aroth. brig Redwing. Clark.New
a
retail
5
7c.
Pigs—Wholesale
Spring
5]o;
York.
Beeves are sold by the bead, at price# equal to the
PHILADELPHIA. Ar5th. bark Isaac R Davis.
value V lb of the estimated weight of Beef in the
New Orleans; brig Princeton. Allen, Boston;
Hand.
quarter, the same price, at shrinkage from live weight
II N Earn limit. Fuller. Fcrnandina Fla.
sch*
agreed on by the parties—van ing from 28 to 84 per
Also ar 5th. bark J W Audrews, Hardy, Cardenas;
cent.
sch Lottie. Bunker. Port Royal SC.
Number of cars over the different roads: Fitchburg
Chi 5th. brig Birchard & 1'orrcy, Colton, Ports40; Boston and Lowell, 88; Boston aud Maine, 30;
mouth.
Western, 78; Total 236.
Also cld 6th, hark Sea F.agN*, Howes, Port Spain.
NEW YORK. Aroth, ship Glad Tidings. Morgan
Glasgow 31; sch Bay State, Suow’, Elizabethport for
Broker’s Hoard. Bostoa« Aug. ?•
Boston.
Alsoar 6th. ships Sheridan, Russell, Antwerp;
3 Boston and .Maine Hailroad .1121
West Point, Child, Liverpool; l.uey Thornpaou,
22 Eastern Hailroad.
65} Crocker, do; Nathl Thompson, Dickinan,
Boston;
5.do. 66]
Milan, Weeks, New Orleans: sell* Maria Louisa,Cum45.do
66
mings. Turks Island; Ancona. Leighton, Addison.
1600» United States Coupon Sixes (1881). 98]
Alsoar 6th, shin Onward. Belfast; barks Maraval.
80.950 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.102]
Barbadocs: M Williamson, New Orleans; brigs Mary
6,000 United Mates Demand Note#. 105;
Alice. Rio Graudc; Tallulah. Rio Janeiro; Leviathan.
2,578 U. S. Coupons, August 19.113]
Trinidad; Conflict, St Kitts; sell M Hall, Cuba.
66.9"o American Gold..114J
Cld 6th, bark Edisto. Boynton, Montevideo and
20,000 .do (large).Ill]
Buenos Ayres; brig Speed a wav. Atherton, Elizabethton; sell Amelia. Gould. Machia*.
Also cld 6th. ship Wiudi mere. Harding, Londou;
Durriarmi
Dr.JOUAH HE v t.D No. 241 <Conbark* Ahd el Kader* Eldridge, Dublin; Sarah, Lothgress Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church,
Santa Martha: E Churchill,Cobb, New Orleaus;
rop.
Portland, Me.
aug7dly
brigs S U Adams, Harrington, do; J P Wetherell,

dryer than

(Kennebec Connty excepted.)

York.

SPOKEN.
2«. lat 1 12 S, Ion 29 46 W, ship Lincoln, Mason. from Liverpool May 1 for Callao.
June 20, lat 2 N, Ion 29 W, ship James Guthrie,
Ilanscom, from Boston Mav 12 for Calcutta.
June 26. lat 8 S, Ion 27 W. bark Samuel Tarbox,
Tar box. from Akvab Feb 27 for Falmouth E.
July 17, lat 49 3i). Ion 7 40, ship Adriatic, Moore, ftn
London for New York.
July 28. lat 41 33. Ion 66 80, ship Isaac Webb, from

a

D. J. TRUE Jk CO,

Agents

Hamburg.
Ar at Liverpool 19th ult. Victory, Little, NYork;
29th, Liberty. Patterson, do.
Cld 23d. John Curtis, Alexander, Boston; 24th,
Frank
Pierce, Brooks. Portland; Northampton,
Morse. Philadelphia; 26th, Washington Butcber.Collitis, St Thomas.
Sailed 21st, Montmoreud, McLellan, Boston: 22*1,
Moses Day, Lord, and Aibiou, Williams, New York;
Lancaster, Derail, Philadelphia.
Eut for Idg 21st, Koc ham beau. Snow, Halifax; Cjrno.ure, Kobiuson, and B S Kimball, iiosmer, New

Mav

or

only

Philadelphia.

Sailed from Pernambuco 3d ult, bark Hannibal,
Kline, (ftn Rio Janeiro) West Indies (not as before).
At St Johns PR 24th ult, brig Frances Jayne,
Bayne, from Baltimore, ar 20; sen Peerless, Patterson, for do next day.
At Nuevitas 2»<th ult, brigs Charles Wesley. Ford,
for New York ; E P Swett. Chadbourne. for do.
Ar at St Stephen NB 3d iust, sch Eben Herbert,
Clark, New York.

all other
It will wring

over

it
possibly be done bv hand, without alteration, in
less than one-eighth of the time, and can be operated
by a child twelve years old. It will save the cost of
the machine In the wear and tear of clothes, in any
medium sire family, in six months. It needs
«•
be seen in operation to substantiate the facts as above
stated.

Ayres.

Ar at Montevideo June 13. L D
Cadiz.
Sailed June 4. Samuel Robertson,
Ar at Rio Jauairo June 8, Persia,

LATEST

Notice to Wood and Linker Sep.

N>.v-mbor m, i*b, to m.v lit. iso. tb«
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
No tire wood will be conveyed between October 1st,
1862. aud May 1st. 1*3.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
! next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement tor conducting the wood business. which
j are about to be made, the Company will not be able
I to take lire wood from certain places on tbs line, so
that should any parties make contracts fbr lire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
will do so at their own
they must understand that
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next

From

they

summer.

C. J BRYDCE8, Managing Director
a6dtf
Montreal, August 1. 1862.

FRANKLIN FAMILY SCHOOL

For

Boys,
MAINE.

TOPSHAM,

FALL TERM of this highlv »ncce**ft»l school
Sept. 10th, 1*3, and coutiuue twenty-

1

will begin
T1HF.

weeks.
For “Circulars.” Ac.,
Parents are cordially invited

tine

the Principal.
pleasetoaddress
visit the school.

WARREN JOHNSON. M. A

Principal.

iiriiBVClt:
Patro is,
Hon. W. W. Thomas. Mayor, Portland.
A. spring. Esq..
S. C. Blanchard. Esq.. Yarmouth,
lion. J. W. Bradbury. Augusta.
Jones P. Veaaie, Emj.. Bangor,
t'apt. C. H. Soule, Freeport.
Levi Youug. feq„ Ottawa, C. W.
Win. Jarvis, Esq., Castine
Prof. C. E. Stowe. Andover, Maas.
__

Bjf Pmnitnion.

Pres't Woods, aud F acultv of Bowd Coll.
J W. < bickering. D. D., ’Portland
••
Charles A. Lord, F>q.,
Rev. Wooster Parker, Belfast.
Hon. J. L. Cutler, Augusta
Jull9MWR86w

hatters about town.

TELEGRAPHIC

VT The Grand Jury just retired, having
brought in a bill against George Harris, aud
Flora, his wife, for keeping a house of ill fame,
the guilty pair skedaddled before a warrant
could be issued, upon which Deputy Marshal
Heald set off in pursuit on Wednesday morning, rapturing them at Portsmouth, and bringing them to town the same day.

TO THE

Touching Simplicity.—During the prevalence of the thunder storm on Tuesday evening, a little fellow, whose brow had been fanned by the zephyrs of but four summers, upon being asked why he nestled so close to his
mother, replied : If you get dead, I want to
get dead too.”

ityThe dwellers In, about and around Fore
and Commercial streets can
stay their stomachs
at the hungry hour of 11 A. M., by an

PORTLAND DAILY

PRESS.

Activity of McClellan’s Army.

H. P. Lord, Secretary.
Member* present—L. B. Smith, F. E. Pray,
Henry S. Edwards, C. C. Tolman, W. P. Chase
Henry Robinson, G. L. Pray, S. C.-Fernald,
and C. Trowbridge.
Invited Guests—Dr. Ulsley, S. R. Leavitt,
Esq., G. Cloyes, Esq., and Col. Frank L. Jones.
The day chosen happened to be of that misty, foggy character, so generally antagonistic
to all out door fun; but yet,
notwithstanding
the rain, and all its concomitant embarrassments, the general good will aud fellowship of
the party rose in the scale, in proportion as the
“rains descended, and the floods came.”

Upon the grassy sward just below the “Bell
House,” stood the noble tent of the party,
from whose peaks gloriously floated the Flag
of our Union, while from another point the
modest and unobtrusive “private signal” of the
asociation unrolled its gorgeously painted
wings to the breeze.
W hue the

worthy commissary and

his

aids

preparing that most delectable of all dishes, a cod-tlsh chowder, the rest of the party
were sharpening up their appetites by a gipwere

sey dance upon the green, and the merry pattering of feet, beat in cadence to the “gay old

Addle,”

it

as

ground

“Money Musk,”—

out

“Road to Boston,” and “Fisher’s Hornpipe.”
Dancing ended, the party commenced a vocal

by singing “America,” which was
speedily followed by pieces of a sentimental
and patriotic character, the whole being wound
up by “hanging JelTDavis toa sour apple tree.’’
Grand tableaux were now presented to the
admiring spectators, among which we may notice the following: The Gladiators
The
Baggage Wagon—The Yankee Volunteer—
The Elephant—The Man with a Nose, &c.—
Mirth and hilarity being now the order of the
day, happiness beamed from every eye.
And while the jocund

Our hearts
of “Dinner’s

were

ready

jc#t

went round

gladdened by the sound
to the charge—to the

—

charge.”

Skirmishers never rsllied on the reserve with more alacrity than did we around
that well-spread table, loaded as it was with
food of the most recherche nature.
It was
here the hearts of aJl Aowed out one townrd

another, and as each looked forward to the
anniversary day, so did the retrospective
view of the past suggest tliat possibly, upon
Its coming, there might be found missing from
the band others,—doing battle in the Aeld by
next

the side of their now absent comrades. The
absent were spoken of with warmth and at-

tachment, while the dead were not forgotten.
“Auld Lang Syne” was now sung by Messrs.
S. and F., and as the touching strains died
away, many a pearl of tribute to past associations could be seen stealing its way over the
manly cheek.
Dinner having been partaken of, a party
was formed for “rock fishing,” and soon
many
a “cunner” flapped his tail in welcome to the
party. A<Dourning from this, foot-ball, wrestling, and other manly games were indulged in,
until approaching evening warned ns of the
necessity of a return to town. Bidding adieu
to the party, who remained in camp through
yesterday, we rode in on our silent way, very
much impressed by the cordial and hospitable
treatment we had experienced at the bands of
the gentlemen in whose society we luid spent
one of the most agreeable days of our life.
I. O.

O. F.—The funeral of the late E. D.
Tewksbury was attended yesteiday afternoon,
or

55 members of Ancient Brothers
No. 4.

by

tr The following gentlemen

Lodge,

drawn
as extra Traverse Jurors for the Supreme Judicial Court, now in session, within and for the
County of Cumberland; William B. Stevens
and Eben D. Choate.

Igy-Republican

caucuses

different wards tills evening.

respectfully request

the

were

will be held in the
See notice.

caucus

We

officers to

report the names of delegates chosen,
tills office, as soon after the adjournment

to
as

f*nnvpnii*nl.

Mails for

Europe via Quebec, per steamship Nova Scotia, close at 12 M., to-morrow.
Confederate Shinplasters.—We saw a
man about town yesterday selling confederate

shinplasters,

at the rate of five cents for a ten

dollar note.

Upon inquiry,
they
fac-similes, in other words, counterfeits. If there is anything in creation less
valuable than a counterfeit sliinplaster of the
were

he admitted

exact

Confederate States,

we

should like to

see

it.

City Bounties.—At a
the

City

Council last

order was

passed,

Ordered, That

special meeting of
evening, the following

viz:
so

much of the order relat-

ing to bounties, passed July 2it, 1862,as relates
to paying bounties to those who enlist in old
regiments, be continued in force to and iuclud,
ing Monday, August 11,1862; it being understood that said enlistments are not to exceed
the quota of Portland.

Municipal Court—August

T.

BEFORE HIS HONOR JUDGE LANE.

Dickson, for drunkeness and disturbance, was fined $3,00 and costs of court.
Charles

Personal. Gen. J. G. Totten and Prof.
Baclie of the United States Topographical
Corps, accompanied by Mrs. Baclie aud J. T.
Hoover,Esq., of Washington .arrived in this city
last evening, and stopped at the Revere House.
The object of their visit is to inspect the fortifications in Boston harbor, which being accomplished they will proceed to Portland and examine the forts at that post.
[Boston Journal.
The Eighteenth.

Matters are progressing favorably at Camp Roberts. The soldiers
are fast
getting located, aud are begiuing to
feel satisfied with their new residences. Three
or four of the
companies are uniformed and
most of them have been examined and
accepted. We understand that the Governor has
accepted Capt. Crossman’s and Capt. Atwell's
companies, much to the satisfaction of the citizens of Bangor and Orono. It is
reported
that the Hancock and Aroostook soldiers will
Ue formed into one company, which will make
the regiment full.—[Bangor Whig.

west.

both sides.

on

It

that the citizens
to resist the enrolwere sent from New Madseems

the law.

A Significant Fact. The only flag of
any
natioh that has attempted to run the blockade,
has I teen that of England. This speaks volumes for the hypocritical character of a portion
of the pvblie sentiment of Great Britain, and
ado of the sincere neutrality of its Government;; especially when the undisguised sympathy with the rebellion in the Provinces is taken into account. It is to be feared that John
Hull's policy is not that “best policy” whose
largest element is honesty; but rather of that
other type, wherein interest sules.—| Boston

BUSINESS CARDS.

The Army will not Protect Rebel

Property.
Murder of Uencral McCook.

New York Items.
New York, August 7.
Capt. D. Ilibhart of Conn., and Ezra Carter
of 2d N. II. regiment, died here to-day.
The Express reports Gen. Burnside’s division at Aquia Creek.

SAVE THE

FURNISHING

Arrival of Disabled Soldiers.

day. Sain'l B. Field, 2d Maine, and J.
Pinkham, 4th Me., are among the number.
Stampede

Stampede from Baltimore.

COFFINS

-A sixty-nine poumler shell hurst near
Irishman in one of the trenches. Pat cool-

the ruins the fragments had made
and exclaimed: “Be jalters. thitn's the fellows
to soften tlte wax in a man’s ear!”

Washington, August 7.
Capt. Gansevort of the Adriondack, has informed the Navy Department of facts attending
the recent pursuit by him of steamer Herald,
represented by Nassau pa]>ers to be a British
vessel. This pretence afforded an opportunity
for expressing indignation against the alleged
outrage by this American officer, from whose
statement it
appears that the Herald had been
running from Nassau to Charleston with warlike supplies, and was returning to Nassau
with cotton. She was commanded by a man
named Coxetter, who was formerly Captain of
the privateer Jeff. Davis. The chase however
was not continued within the British jurisdic-

tion.

The statement additional confirms the
fact that the British flag is systematically used
to advance secession interests.
Numerous applications have been made for
passes to the army of the Potomac, but they
are invariably refused.
It is the request of
Gen. McClellan that private visitors be excluded from his lines. All the sick are to be
removed hence, therefore the friends of many
patients cannot urge the necessity of their
presence there for nursing purposes.
Passes and permits within other military
lines are not so freely given as heretofore, as
it is known there have been abuses of privilege, traders having been tempted by large
profits to smuggle salt and other necessary
supplies into the rebel markets.

various Northern States.
are fast disappear-

to

Many leading secessionists
ing to parts unknown.

7.

A dispatch to tiie Commercial from Deehera,
Tenn says Gen. Robert McCook was murdered while riding in an ambulance day before
yesterday on advance of his brigade.

Nashville, August 7.
was shot by a
party
of guerillas near Salem, Ala., yesterday, while
riding toward Winchester, Tenn., sick in an
Gen. Robert McCook

PARTNER,

—

bushels
Chicago
Spring 113 ml 20; Milwaukie Club, 119a 124; Rod
Winter Western 129 a 134; White Indiana 136;
Iowa Amber 1 25 a 1 26; Amber Green Bay 1 27al 28.
Amber Michigan 1 37.
Corn a shade firmer—sales 158,000 bushels sound
old mixed Western; 67 a 58 for eastern.
Oats unchanged.
Beef firm—sales 250 bbls.
Fork more active and firmer—sales 2460 bbls; Mess
*11 121 a 11 25; Prime 9 76.
Cut Meats firm—sales 430 packages.
Bacou sides quiet—sales 100 boxes Short Clear, 7.
Lard hardly to firm—sales 450 bbls and 560 kegs at
9J for kegs and 8} a 9$ for bbls.
Butter uuchangcd.
Whisky firmer—sales 800 bbls at 30.
Sugars heavy and fully jc lower—sales 100 hhds
New Orleans, Sail] by auction; 1926 hhds do at
Coflee firm—sales

on

Molasses quiet.
.spirits Turpentine 2 25 a 2 30.

private

terms.

Resin very firm but market
quiet—sales 300 bbls
No. 2 at 14 50 per 280 bbls.
Oils steady except whale, which is easier—sales
15,000 gallons at 57.
Wool firm with good inquiry.
dull and drooping'—Cotton
Freights to
nominal; Flour 3s l$d a 3s 10jd; Graiu 12 a 13d, iu
bulk and ships bags.
common

Stock Market*
New York, August 8.
Stocks active and higher—American gold £114);
Pacific Mail 110; U 8. sixes 1881 registered
98J: U. 8.
sixes 1881 coupons 981; U. 8. fives of 1874
coupons
851; Treasury 7 8-10ths, 1021: U. 8. demand notes
105J; Missouri sixes 45j.

History

Abbott's

have

seen

some

War.— We
specimen pages and illustra-

tions of the

history
in preparation,
magnificent work.

Loi-isvillk, Kv., August 7.

The Journal publishes a rumor of Morgan’s
advance into Kentucky, and his capture of
Burksville. He expresses the determination
to march to the banks of the Ohio river.
Military circles here disbelieve the whole
story.
St. Joseph, August 5.
gentleman from Leavenworth rc|>orta that
guerilla leader Guantrell seized a descending
steamer on Sunday evening aud crossed 1500
men to this side of the river.
The military
authorities of Fort Leavenworth, hearing of
the capture and not knowing Guantrcll's
strength, sent 1U0 men down to Intercept him
all of whom he captured ami marched on,
capturing Liberty. Col. Pennlck had previously
evacuated that place,
with
his
comescaping
mand. An additional force ol four companies
with a battery of artillery was despatched
from Fort la-avenworth, yesterday morning to
operate against Guantrell.
Cairo, August 7.
The ram Mingo, from Helena, reports that
on Saturday, a scouting
party of seventy-live
federals were surprised by 300 of niiidinan’s
rebels and cut them up badly, only 20 having
A

which

the

America,
promises to be a

The author is John S. C.
Abbott, whose I.ife of Napoleon, and kindred

works, have given him

a

high rank

a

as

ical writer and brilliant skctcher of
characters.

been

so

Few

writers,
generally popular

stirring
predict

histor-

military

in this country, have
in the delineation of

and stormy times, and it is safe
that his history of the great rebel-

lion will be

as

popular

as

anything

he has

The work is to be

published

in two

designs by Darley and other of the best
artists, and maps and diagrams by Lossing A
Bossett, and beautifully bound in embossed
morocco.
A heavy expense is already incurred for illustrations. The portraits we have
seen of Gens. Scott, McClellan, Butler, Sigcl,
Com. Foote, and others, are exceedingly fine.
The work is sold only by subscription, and we
notice among the subscribers some of the
leading historians and scholars of the country:

From Fortress Monroe.

convoyed by gunboat*.

A list of the sick and wounded may be expected to-morrow from the returned Richmond

prisoners.

From the Army of the Potomac.
Head Quarters, Army Potomac, I
August 0, 1802. J

Three thousand exchanged prisoners arrived here yesterday afternoon from Richmond.
Those belonging to this army and fit to do duty, were sent to their regiments and the rest
leave for the North to-day. No officers are
among them.
There is no truth in the report that this army is used to protect rebel property, a* reported in the case of Hill. During the two
days battle of Malvern Hill, from 800 to 1000
wounded Union men had wounds dressed at
this house, the ladies freely tearing up their
sheets and pillow cases for bandages. While
the army was passing a guard was posted to
protect the women and children. The horses
and cattle are grazed on his l'ann and his negroes are working upon our fortifications. All
applications for the return of these slaves
have been refused.

gus and Mr. Case of the Advertiser. The first
volume will be delivered during the current

or Springfield,

are

the

The ship owners and ship builders of Maine
are deeply interested (in the absence of cotton
freights) in the demand for grain and flour in

Europe;

and the last accounts from that quarEngland and France must again

ter show that

look to America for a

supplies.

Russia,

it is

large portion

of their

said, will export less

than usual, and France will have to import
again, in place of exporting; for in 1859 they
supplied England with 92 per cent, of all the

flour, and 88 1-2 iier cent, of all the wheat Imported into Great Britain.
The London Star, to show how much Great
Britain now dej>ends upon America for corn
as well as cotton, states that for what
might
be called the agricultural year,extending from
the first of September to the first of June, the
United States scut to Great Britain 1,731,628
quarters of wheat, and all other countries
3,187,718; of flour, the U. S. sent 3,135,886
cwt., all other countries 1,100,770 cwt.; of
maize or Indian corn the U. S. sent 1,362,256
quarters, all other countries 919,437.
Deaths in the Maine Fifteenth.—The

following is a list of the deaths in the 15th
Maine regiment from June 1st to July 22d.
which has been furnished us by our regular
correspondent:
Co. A—Daniel Jordan, Portland, aged 43;
Weston Achorn, Washington, 19; Jacob Cou-

BBLS. Silver-skin ONIONS,
160 do. APPLES. (Sweet and Sour
Boughs).
Just received and for sale by
F. A. SMITH,
19 A 21 Silver Street.
aug4d4w

K
PJ
4 O

ARMY

8mall Families,
obtained on reasonablo terms, at
No. 99 FEDERAL STREET.

be

can

THREE GIRLS TO DO PLAIN .SEWING.
or

NAVY

can

so

Flour, Corn,

8004000 bush.

Agency Office,

given to CUTTING and
GARMENTS, by

A. D. REEVES,

ROOM No. 1, IN FOX BLOCK.
rP* Orders will be promply attended to.
August 6, 1862.

dtf

TENEMENTS WANTED.

UUAL

Tailor,
dly

M"

88 MIDDLE STREET.

usual, keep constantly supplied with fVesh
mAs
Ml and fashionable BOOTS and SHOES, in eveand style for gentlemen’s and !ary
variety
f
^^dies wear, and invite all their old customers

SMALL RENT, of five or six rooms, near
part of the city. Enquire at

the husiuess
this office.

Commission

CUMBERLAND

—

DEALKKfl

AND

IN

and Cabin Stores,

Ship
JOHW

TEATOS,

JOSEPH

HALE.

373 Congress Street,
aug4dif

attention paid to procuring Frrigktt,
purchuiug I'argoer and < karfrrx for vessels.
iltwimi

August 2, 13S2.

OPP. OLD CITY
3mt1A woe

PORTLAND,

I. I>.

JOHN M. PERKINS & C©„
WHOLESALE

Co. D—Henry H. Lovewell, Harrison, aged
23: Henry E. Joquin, Athens, 21.
Co. G—Geo. Danico. Fort Fairfield, aged 29;
George W. Hilton, Jefferson, 21; James Ran,
Maysville, 22; Merrill Wentworth, Limeaton,
24; Thomas Vance, Lyndon. 23.
Co. E—Amos Hanning, Houlton. aged 19;
Benj. Ward. Fort Kent, 27; Abel Powers,
Linneus, 18; Aaron H. Christy, Washburn,
25; Corp. John Robinson, Belfast; A. Grant,
44; George Bartlett, Ashland, aged 38.—I Bath
Times.
Co. F—Archibald Feeley, Houlton, aged 30.
Co. C—Elisha A. Lawrence, Presque Isle,
aged 33.
Co. H—John H. Mains, Corina. aged 24;
Isaac Fall, Garland 19; Darius H. Herbert,
Orneville, 27; James W. Ring. Lubec, 19;
Melvin Rutnery, Lubec, 21; Wm. H. Rogers,
Calais, 18.
Co. I—Sewall Wentworth, Bristol, aged 19;

M Kit KILL.

Thomas Bloch,

Yen Books !

C.

throp;

NEW

IIALL L. DAVIS,
Street

IF

Change of the Days of Sailing.

dtf

Best

T II IB

In tlie IN’eatest

l’lease

A Gassy Wedding,—There is a spouting
well in Saliueville, Ohio, up which the gas
rushes with great violence. A romantic couple. a few eranings since, invited their friends
and a clergyman to the vicinity of the well, set
tire to the spouting jet of gas, and by the light
of the till pillar of roaring flame, were united
in marriage.

or

hands.

BLAKE’S'
the

d6wr

city.

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.

METROPOLITAN

-C. II. B. also

SHOW-CASES, DESKS,

DINING SAlLOONT.

manulfccturesAND

DRAWER-WORK,

Of every description, including Taylor’s SelfSupporting Drawer, the best kind ever made.
C1T* All orders for Repairing Furniture, VarnishChair Seating, Glazing. Ac.,
ing.
promptly attended to.
jul31tf

Upholstering.

14 and 16 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.

WILLIAM

Proprietor.

EXTRA

AND

FURNITURE,
Lotiuffre, Bedstead.,

Sritl.VU-BEDS,

J‘E»'-CCSH-

cr Hair Mattresses renovated. jFurniture repaired ami varnished. < hairs re-cam-d in an improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought,
sold or exchanged.
jul30dtim

Pr’d Corned Beef, 18
Beef's Tongues.18
Muttou

M.l Tilt ESSES,
lO.Xti, fc., tc.

14. Exrhnuge Street, Portland.

DISHES.

Chop,.18

WILLIAM
A. PEARCE,
PLUM B ER,

PUDDINGS.

-MAKER Or-

PASTR V.
l’ie,.6
Apple l*ie,.6
Soua.-di Pie.8
Mince Pie,.6
Custard

RELISHES.

No. 124 Exchange

Squash,.8

Street, 1‘oktland, Me.

and Silver Plated Cocks.

Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, aud from 2 to
6 o'clock
Jul29dtf

Description of Water Fixture for Dwell1JVERY
ing Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Ships, Ac.,
in the best
and set
J

!

arranged

manner, autl all orders hi town or
executed. All
country
kinds of Jobbiug
attended to.
Constantly on baud, Lead Pipes aud Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kinds.
jnlySMly
up

promptly

faithfully

to

stock

new

ore

comprised Kanos

Overcoats and Business

Cloths for
.Suits. Rich Blank aad

FANCY BROADCLOTHS

DOESKINS!
Of n great variety of patterns. VESTINGS of all
the varieties that the market affords—SUk. Satin, Linen. and Cotton—many rare and uuique style,.
Also
an

assortment of the nicer

qualities of

GENTLENEN'S FURNISHING GOODS.
To all of which attention is especially invited.

AT

COST !
•.•Coat and sect makers wanted.
Portland. Jane 23.1882.

Where, for thirty days, may be found

an

GRAN T
assort-

Coffee and

ment of

!
1

dtf

Spice Mills,

/CONSTANTLY on hand, and for rale, at wholssnle
V' market pricer, in the crude Mate or manufactured. every deecription of

sold, to elose up the business,

All of which mast be
before

S

13 * 15 UNION STREET,
PORTLAND. ME.

Hardware, Cutlery, Glass, Ac.,

COFFEE.
SPICES.

Sept. 1.

TARTAR.
SALERATCS.
SH EET HERBS. »e., fe
Tacked in every variety of package* to suit dealer*.
fU Cnfee and Spice* ground for the trade at
CREAM

J. H. BITK vvnr, Ag'L

jol23-lm

Shipping Boards.

2nnn
•

July

9.

1 n»r smpp<>>k *'o«rd» of SoF\ F\ f peri nr qualit v.
For sale bv X. J. MILLER.
dim
No. 90 pommcrcial Street.
7

Stove Warehouse.
F.

A.

HOWARD,

Under Lancaster Hall,

•

BTOVES, FURNACES AND RANGES,
From the Barstow Store Company.
A

House

complete

assortment of

Furnishing

REGISTERS AND

Goodi,

VENTILATORS.

-Alto, Agent for the-

Vitrified

Drain and Water Pipe,

This article of Vitrified Fipe has been tested in Europe for ages, and is now used in immense quantities
in Fugiaml. and is fast taking the place of lead and
Iron pipe in this country—all sizes from 2 to 12 inches.

All kinds of Tin and Sheet Iron Work,
JylTiUw DONE

Tho

AT

SHORT NOTICE.

Best

-IN

short notice.
All good* warranted
_

a*

augt—3meodAw

represented.

BLIIVDVESS
Remarkable Case of

J. GRANT

CURED.

boy who «u cured by
DR* H. J. BOYNTON,
.^crofblous Ophtlialmia, as the following facta will

A

a

Of
show:

Portland,

•

-DEALER IN-

3Pla.ce

“FOR

time the boy’s eye-lids bad
His cane was coasidThe boy was put ander the care of Dr. B.. and after great patience and perseverance, with his electrical treatment
and with other curative*, he was able to lift his agenda. when it wan discovered that a false membrane
had formed and covered the entire eyes. This was
removed by Dr. Boynton, and the boy’s eve-sight is
now entirely restored, and his eyes stronger than ever before.
This should be known to all persons who
are similarly afflicted.
Although 1 understand that
the Doctor has for many yean, in his operations on
these delicate organs—the eye and ear, met with eminent success, he has not deemed it necessary to keep
blazing before the public his surgical skill in this particular part of his profession, but has been silently
performing cures, many of them if a remarkable
character.”
Certificates from numerous of his patients
testify to Ids successful operations, all of which
may be seen at his office.
a

long

£^^£been entirelr cloned.
^Q^^ered almost hopeless.

No. 369 Congress Street, Portland.
dfcwfoa”

HIGHLAND BOARDING-SCHOOL
FOR HOYS.
IN BETHEL, MAINE..

PORTLAND

TO PURCHASE A

Warm, ('old and Shower Baths, Wash Bowls, Brass

DRINKS.

Coffee.6 fea.6
Draught Ale,.5 Porter,.8

as

For Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the aleer
qualities of French and German, as well as theeheaper substantial fobrics.
Elegant Black and Colored,
Plain and Fancy

169 MIDDLE STREET,

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,

Tomatoes.6
Cucumbers,.8
Onions,.8

In his

Spring

-ia AT-

PARKER,

Manufacturer af

BOILED.
Cold

Mutton, with
Caper Sauce,.25
Boiled Ham,.18
Boiled

F.

UPHOLSTERER

RILL OF FARE I
ROAST.
ORDER.
Roast Beef..26 Beef Steak.26
Roast Lamb.18 Ham and Eggs.26
Roast (Thicken.21 Fried Mackerol,. .15
"
Broiled Chicken,.37
Codfish,.15
Halibut,.15

This

parts of the head and face

II.

No. 30 UNION STREET.
Ami will be sold cheaper than at any other place in

DANIEL CLARKE.

toes:

preparation may be carried in a small
bottle, and applied frequently to the exposed

Style,

ARE AT-

doors east of U. S. Hotel, and examine.

AMOS SMITH,

HARDWARE

To be found in this city, of every description, finished and trimmed

C.

right

public

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING
AND SINNER SEASONS !

Cents.

—AND—

Enoch Noyes, Jefferson. 22,—[Bath Times.

Take equal portions of castor and line almond oil, and scent the same thoroughly with
essence of pennyroyal and spirits of camphor.

Photograph,

CASKETS,

From 15 to 20 Per Cent. Less

and the

-TO PURCHASE-

COFFINS

As he does not intend to vary from his former
he came to this city, he will sell them

Has prepared himself br selections from the Mew
Style* of Goods recently imported In Mew Tork and
Boston, to meet the requirement* of his customers

Saif.

days’

Tailor,

1ST. MIDDLE ST..

“Wopoeal*

BEST

IN A SUPERIOR STYLE.

Portland, Aug. 1.

bushels

•-£—

opened

Than they have ever been sold in this place,
call at
No. Ill FEDERAL STREET,

Beaus.

The
reserves the
to inerease the
notice to the successamount, by giving three
ftil bidder; aud to reject all bids if be deems them
unsatisfactory.
for Subsistence.”
Endorse,
Head Quarters Vol. Kec’g Service, I
Augusta. Me., August 4. 1862. I
THOS. C. J. BAJLY,
1st Lt., 17th luftry, A. A. C. 8.
ang6—lw

LEWIS,

TRASK A

prices before

WM. C. BECKETT,

Tito Last Cliancc

subscriber has
a Warehouse for COF1 INS and CASKETS. A large assortment constantly ou baud and manufactured at short notice

A fewr

12

27 Market Square, li'd Preble St.
dtf
July 14th, 1962.

Ill Federal Street, Portland.

TIIE

bushels

undersigned

B.—Large Ambrotypos only Fifteen

dSm

CHANGE OF SEASON !

YOU
or

Street,

JOSIAX BTJRLKIOK.
Portland. July 22, 1882.

Merchant

143 bushels Potatoes.
8000 pounds Sugar (coffee-crushed).
The subsistence must be of the best quality and be
subject to inspection.

DO

A NEW COFFIN WAREHOUSE.

163 Middle

Me.:

3m

Amhrotype

C. C. EATON, Agent.

DURAN.

pounds Rice.
1800 pounds Coflee (roasted and ground).
75 pounds Black Tea.
200 gallons Vinegar.
280 pounds Adamantine Candles.
800 pounds Pounds-Soap.

not fail to call at No. 27 Market Square, where
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satisfaction, at prices which defy competition.
X.

Bayern will do well to look at oar slook before parchasing elsewhere, as It was boagbt before the gnat
rise on goods.

pounds Ham
barrels Mum Beef.

-WANT THE-

From and after date, until further
notice, the new steamer "Sew England,” ( apt. E. Fikld, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot State Street, every Tuesday and
lor
Friday,
Ea»fj»>rf. Calais and St. John.
Returning, will leave St. John, overy Monday aud

aug4dtf

80
2000

Block,

WHARF,

Portland, July 22,1962.

* St. JOHN.

unlimited in quantity, quality or
price, aad wilt
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for ask

Are

70 barrels Flour.
10.000 pounds Hard Bread.

HEKETorOKE.

A8

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Thursday.
August 4.1«62.

1000
48

Plonr, Produce and Proyiaion Buiineu,

dtf

AND TRIMMING GOODS

20 barrels Mess Pork.

Where he will continue the

Exchange

to warrant entire ant*

outfit.

J. R.

Recruiting Depot, Augusta,

BROWN,
UNION

traveling

a

as

OUR STOCK OF CLOTRS

SEALED

Merchants,

STORE, No.3

for

be obtained at

BURLEIGH’S,
All of which will be sold so
is faction to the purchaser.

PROPOSALS will be received bv the
undersigned, at Augusta, Me., until the 11th day
of August. 1862, at 4 o’clock, P. M., for the following :
articles of subsistence stores, to be delivered at the j

IIAS REMOVED TO

BOOS.

EASTPORT, CALAIS

D.

LARGE and Fashionable .Stock of the above articles mav be found at this establishment, com-

can

Proposals for Subsistence.

oval.

e xxx

AMERICA BEFORE ETROPE:

53

A

rOKTI.AND, ME.
Q. Twitchell. jul31d6m Ja’s P. Champlin.

H

MIDDLE STREET.

prising everr description
d6m
July 80, l&a.

8. D.MKKKI LL.

Hi Commercial 8t., opp. Thomas

(OSETTE, by Victor Hugo;
EI)WIS BROTHKtlTOET, by the late Major Win-

Aug. 4.18*2.

deter-

are

MANUFACTORY,

No. 165

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,

John

PARSOS BROWS LOW'S

DURAN'S

AID DEALERS IX-

PORTLAND. MK.

\rw Books !

JOHN BOND.

Commission

BKIfiS, DTE SUITS, CLASS WARE,

JuI2SWkwly

wo

Carpet-Bags,

TWITCHELL A C1IAMPLIX,

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,

-AKD

«»g4dly

DEALERS IB

86 Commercial Street,

aj

Trunks !
VALISES, POBTMAHTEAUS,

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

ME.

AND-

to those who pay cash.

Trunks !

Water Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pomps,
Bath Boilers, Wash lintels, Silrer Plated f Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.
tIT" All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water
set up in the l*ost manner.
Alf orders in city or country personally attended to

Blotk, CoBtrtst Street,

IIALL,

reqneeted to call,

SAWYER * WHITNEY.

Portland.

•

READY-MADE CLOTHING,

-Ever offered in Maine,

-AT—

^HIdenti»t,
Clapp's

are

giro good bargains

jn)31tf

BBTTMBERS,

SURGEON k MECHANrUAL

A*. 8

to

I. D. MERRILL A CO,

DR. C. II. OSCSOOD,
RPk

»

The largest and best selected stock of

COAL

Office, Commercial St-, head of Maine Wh'f.

SPECIMEN LIMBS MAY BE SEEM AT

V Particular

and

The pnblic

mined

Sheet Gntta Percha for Splints,
AND CRUTCHES, FOR SALE.

Corner Commercial St. and Long Wh’l,
Portland, Me.

toft.

Hard and Holt Wood.

-ALSO,-

MOULTON'S BLOCK,

UNIFORMS,

For officer*, made to order, from the best
material,
with dispatch, and at low prfoe*.

Also, for sale, best quality of Nora Scotia and other

PALMER'S
ARTIFICIAL LIMBS,

—

MILITARY

Of every description, made to order aad
warranted

THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

-AorxT roit-

CHANDLERS,

BURLEIQHJS.

CUSTOM WORK,

FOR SMITHS’ USE.
Co*1» are strictly of the best quality, and

Apothecary,

Merchants,

SHIP BROKERS,

AT

GEXUIXE LOBBERY,
Pare and Free Horning.

L. II. TITCOMB,

YEATOX & HALE,

Clothing-

Rolling, regardleea of Coat,

THE

generally

they

WOOD,

JOHXS,

and the nublic
to give them a call whenevdesire to replenish their “understandings.”
E. 8. & Co. are agents for the Leavitt ami Wilcox
& Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES.
aug5-6md

er

WANTED.

la

Corn.

SPRIXO MOUXTAIX LEHIGH,
HAZELTOX LEHIGH,
COLERAIXE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUXTAIX,

E. SHAW & ro.
No.

Summer

DELIVERED TO AN Y PART OF THE CITY.

BOOTS, SHOES & RUBBERS.

ANTED—Convenient tenements for flic
accommodation of two small families, in
respectable localities, and within ten minutes’ walk of the T«wt Office. Keut not to
exceed from 8150 to 175 per annum.
Address Box 42, Tost (tffice, or applv at the Counting Boom of the Daily Tress,Fox Block.
Tortlaud, June 23.
distf

Bye.

FOR CASH,

CHEAP

Portland, Aug. 6.1862.

EOB SALE AT BUBLEIGH’S.

16th.

EXCHANGE STREET.

98

and

Heavy Mixed

GOODS,

LYNCH ft CO.

OKA HALF CHESTS Fine OolongTeaa,
wtOYr 50 do.
do.
do.
Souchong
For sale by JOHN LYNCH A CO.
Jc23—3m

attention

PARTICULAR
MAKING ROYS'

IILITABY

Teas.

Boys, Boys, Boys.

82} EXCHANGE STREET,

163 Middle Street.

bush. Northern Rye.
For sale by C. E. CRAM,
dtf
No. 5 Central Wharf.

100

Jnly

dly

B^BUIGR’S,

Of ererjr deecriptlon,

BBLS. "Superior" Southern IU. Flora.

Tailor,

Portland, Aug. 6,1862.
do

2U0 do. Muscavado do.
100 boxes II. II. Sugar.
For sale by JOHN

EXCHANGE STREET.

98

having Stores to let
for sale,
PARTIES
by leaving their orders at the

Je23—3m

BY

Wanted,

__

mOV

dly

A, Do BEEVES,

AT

Molasses and Sugar.
ijKA IIHDS. Cardenas Molasses,

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

codim

GREAT EXCITEMENT

Glass and

«

STREET.

AND

!

-O-

Fruit Cans.
GOOD ASSORTMENT or Fruit Caua, both
Tin, fer sale at Manufacturers' l’rice*,
By KENDALL A WHITNEY,
Old City Hall, Portland.
d2mi*
July 29,1862.

A

Tailor,

EXCHANGE

98

Board,
or

dly

Portland, August 6.1862.

Headquarters

Apples and Onions.

Cut, made and trimmed by

capital.

sin, Lubec. 19.

Cbicaoo, August 7.
getting a
to-night.
city and

The California line is down west ot Juleaburg. There is no prospect of getting any-

suit,

Exchange Street,

A. D. REEVES,

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, &c„

Fall and Winter Freights.

Mosquito Oh..—In the work entitled ‘•Salmon Fishing in Canada," edited by Col. Sir
James E. Alexander, the following recipe is
givcu for the preparation of a fly oil, which is
used in the woods of Canada to keep of those
pests of the forest—black flies and mosqui-

Buffalo, August 7.

dress

a

coat, pants and vest.

08

a

jness

publishers.

From the West.
St. Louis, August 7.
Brig. Gen. Davidson assumed command of
St. Louis district to-day. Col. Merrill, formerly couunandaut of this District, has been commissioned Brig. General and will leave for
Northern Missouri this evening, where he w ill
direct operations against the guerillas.
At a meeting ol merchants at the Union Exchange this noon, resolutions were passed
dosing the business houses at four 1‘. M. for
the
purpose of drilling and organizing the
loyal citizens lor military service, and requesting the proper authorities to cause a suspension of business throughout the city after that
hour for like purposes.
10 P. M.—There is no prospect ol
report of the Golden Gate disaster
The line is down between Overland
Fort Laramie.

to

new

year, and the other after the close of the war.
Henry Bill of Norwich, Ct., and Garden Bill

are

a

Latest from

Butter and Cheese.

"E Coats, Pants, Vests, Jackets,
-XL
Ladies’ Riding Habits, Ac.,

this city. Plenty of work on hand. Profits
large, and all cash, This is a rark chance for a
steady, industrious young or middle aged man, with
$250 ready cash
None other need apply.
tor further particulars call at
82} Exchange Street,
up oue flight, room No. 1.
augtkltf

volumes,

royal octavo, fine paper and type, and is to be
splendidly illustrated with fine steel engravings of our leading generals and statesmen,

Everett, Jared Sparks, Sumner, O. W. Holmes,
Ae., Ac. An agent is now canvassing the
city, and all our citizens will have an opportunity to subscribe. We notice among the
subscribers the names of Mayor Thomas,
Gen. Shcpley, Judge Davis, Attorney General
Drummond, Hon. J. B. Brown, S. E. Spring,
Esq., John Lynch, Esq., Mr. Adams of the Ar-

the reliel pickets early yesterday morning,and
the tight immediately commenced, w Inch lasted between 2 and 3 hours, anil resulted in the
federals taking possession of Malvern Hill,
which they now occupy with sufficient force to
hold, and carry on other plans which are in
connection with this very imiiortant move.
The public no doubt will be fully satisfied
with the activity of the army of the Potomac
for n. It*u’ ilavd t<> rnin#>
The fighting and capture of Malvern Hill
was done by
artillery, anti our loss was small,
only 20 killed and wounded. The re I tel loss is
much greater; 100 cavalry men, horses and
equipage complete were captured, and one
small battery.
We may expect this move to be followed up
with the greatest activity, as it is considered a
move of much importance.
Col. Gamble of the 8th Illinois, is among the
wounded. Other names of killed and w ounded we have not yet beeu able to obtain.
The mail steamers to Harrison’s
Landing

your order

consisting of

HEW BE0BUIT8 WANTED J

TUBS Choice Vermont BUTTER,
11¥I
HR t 180 boxes
CHEESE.
Just received and for sale by
F. A. SMITH,
19 A 21 Silver Street.

HOURS!

Portland. August 6,1862.

"W ANTED !

M

aug7-lmd

notice of

have made to

RALLY TO THE FLAOI

Western Mixed Corn.

A. D. BEEVES,
No.

go into copartnership with the advertiser in
A MAN
light, respectable manufacturing busin

No.

>

UNION FOREVER I

J KAA BUSHELS of Old Western Mixed Corn
TOV/V/ Just received; for sale by
DOLE A "MOODY,
No. 8 Galt Block, Commercial St.
31.
d3wis
July

All made by hand, at the Tailoring Eatablishment of

dtf

General Business

2,800 bushels YELLOW CORN in store.
ctias. McLaughlin a co.
lw
Aug. 2, 1862.

written.

saved themselves.
Forty of JetT. Thompson’s men were captured while attempting to crass the river near
the town of Austin.
The recent publication of Gen. Pillow’s letter to his brother in regard to the slaves of
the former, renders interesting the fact that
Gen. Curtis has freed all the negroes in question, 275 in number. Pillow has three plantations near Helena, on which all the movable
pro|>erty was confiscated.
Gen. Curtis has freed, at Helena about 3000
slaves, chiefly those who worked on forte Pillow and Donelsou.

Fortress Monroe, August 0.
The 3000 rebel prisoners from Fort Warren
and Fort Delaware, went up the river front
Harrison's Lauding night before last. A flag
of truce boat accompanied them, which returned last evening, and reports that the
change is being made satisfactorily, and that
the same number of Union prisoners from
Richmond may be
expected down the river today or tomorrow, and that the requirements of
tiie federal government in regard to the exchange. has been strictly complied with, which
is understood to mean the release of Colonel
Corcoran and other Union otlicers.
The reconnoisance of Monday night has resulted Terr favorably. Our troops drove in

can

APPLICATIONS

scenes

to

You

jB
-address

Notice.

July 30, 1861.

tdC0

_D RY GOODS]

BUSHELS Heavy Mixed Corn. A snperior article for milling. Cargo Sell.
Hix, now landing.

entlemeu,
the short

TWELVE
a

will he received at the Press Office, lor thirty days, from competent persons to
nit a vacancy as an assistant in a first class
apothecaAddress "Apothecary,” as above, with
ry store
real name and reference.

IjlOR

Ei'

rortmud”^”!^1

Heavy Mixed Corn.

HOUSE,

At

Single Gentlemen

of,be

Pony.

6K7I*
t'f t O
Thomas

where OY'STERS of the bent
served up at a few momenta’
in evihv style, at any liour in

the

O

Wanted.

of the Civil Warm

now

Guerilla Baida.

of

a

—

1000 bags Rio

CASKETS,

notice,
day or cveuing.
A!«o, ALE, PORTER. CIGARS, Ac.

Portland Poet Office,

Aug. 1, l*fi.

Thirteen thousand seven
hundred dollars,

H

SALE, by the subscriber, a handsome bay
seven years old, weigh, about 400
pounds,
kind tu all harness, and reliable for children to ride
or drive.
R. W. LORD, Kennebunk Depot.
F
July 24th, 1802.
dim

I» ibe place
quality are

\w)

with a capital of about *3000, In
very lucrative business
Address “partner,” Box No. 428, Portland P. O.
if1*
dtf

A

repair Furniture,

arc.

C«rwr «f Fore Street and Portland Pier,
JSIBK

CO.’s.

A

or

New York, August 7.
Cotton continues quiet—sales 200 bales at 47 a 48c
for^ middling upland.
Flour—.State and Western steady and unchanged;
Southern unchanged
sales 1600 bbls; Canada un-

ambulance.

His remains reached here this
evening. Capt. Urooks was raptured. Our
force burned the house of the rebels who led
them into this Ambuscade.

WOODMAN, TRUE
Wanted.

augfttl'

changed—sales 850 bbls.
Wheat lc higher—sales 189,900

Al»o,

at

Please address Box 470

family using
and
holesate and retail by Crockery
G. L. BAILEY, 42 Exchange 8troct.

on

prcvioualjr redeemed.)

■oiw

pony,

AND

OYSTER

one

VEN1ENT Tenement of«
7 rooms, fbr
small family, within ten minutes’ walk of the
A CON
Post Office.

New York Market.

Liverpool

Murder or lien. McCook.

CmcisrxATTi, August

ada, and others

AND PANT MAKERS.
Pressman and one Machine Girl.

aug4d3w

times its cost to
any

-also,-

COAT

Inquire

Pledged Bonds for Sale.

ihnll tell tt 1‘ablic Auction
Wedncedsr
WEAngnat
aoth, nt 11 o’clock A. M, it oIBcc lun1

'P'lOR
J.

II. FREEMAN'S
OS

auctioiTsales^

PIECES t

Shetland

anything

Wanted I mediately,

C.

Baltimore, August 7.
Quite a stampede hence of parties eager to
a
some
to Europe, many to Canescape
draft,

UNDERTAKER,

And will make to order
of this kind that
muy be ordered, at short notice, from the cheap<*t to
the very best. By giving my strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming
of the above, 1 can tarnish them cheaper than
any
one else.
JAMES I*. SLEEPER.
Aug. 6,1862.

wants"

save TEX

iseodSw

Now in Use,

ly surveyed

Baltimore.

from

,vro»e

No. Ill Exchange Street, Portland,
Residence rear of 411 Congress Street, keeps cod*
staidly on hand all the various kinds of

an

Philadelphia, August 7.
Steamer Vanderbilt, with 450 sick and
wounded from Harrison's Lauding, arrived to-

It to
WILL
H

JAMES P. SLEEPER,

Arrival of Sick and Wounded.

Severe Skirmishes in the West.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Richards’ Combined Glue add Cemcht

Transcript.

concert

—

killed

Troops

Prom Washington.

J. A. Merrill, Treasurer.

progressing

storm

Cairo, August 7.
A skirmish took place yesterday near Point
Pleasant, Mo., between the citizens ami State
troops, in which it is reported several were
ment act.
rid to enforce

Capture of Mitivem Hill.

V. C. A. A P. C.

Tuesday last, at Cape Elizabeth “Two Lights.’’
The following gentlemen have l>ecn unanimously elected officers for the ensuing year:
John L. Shaw, Commissary.
Geo. B. Eaton, P. C.

great

a

hound themselves together

the flesh bivalves of H. Freeman, the well known caterer to the public ap*
petite, corner Fore Street and Portland Pier'

The members of this “antique” association
celebrated their seventeenth anniversary on

There is

A Skirmish.

onslaught upon

Anniversary o(

thing through to-night.

18

AT-

YEAR of this School
TRUSS, TIIK SECOND
Tuesday, Sept. 2*1. 1S62.
The

Every Truss wan anted, and a perfect fit
The Foor liberally considered.

com-

advantages

LORING’S DRUG STORE,
Exchaugc and Federal

Corner ot*

will

mence on

tor Instruction in tht* school nr*
excellent. Thu number of scholars will be limited,
uni] every poeeible mention be given for their Im-

St*.

guaranteed.

jal29dtf

provement.
Eor references and farther information, send for
circular to
N. T TRUE. M A..
Proprietor and Principal.
da w4w«
Bethel, July 2Mh, Hi-

a

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Dream Land.

Expressly correoted

Where sun less rivers weep
Their waves into the deep,

She sleeps

She left the rosy morn,
She left the fields of corn,
For twilight cold and lorn,
a

veil,

She sees the sky look pale,
Aud hears the nightingale,
That sadly sings.

Bsalter*

Butter, Family p lb.
Butter, Store.
Beans*
Beaus, Marrow p bush.
Beans, Pea.
Beaus, Blue Pod.
Candles*
Candles, Mould p lb.
Candles. Sperm.
Cheese.
Cheese, Vermont pib.
Cheese, New.

Rest, rest, a perfect rest.
8hed over brow aud breast:
Her face is toward the west,
The purple land.

She cannot

grain,
plain;

see the
on hill and

Ripening

Sh%cannot feel the rain
Upon her hand.

Rest, rest, forevermore
Upon a mossy shore.

Rest, rest, that shall endure
Till Time shall cease;—
Sleep that no pain shall wake,
Nignt that no morn shall break,
Till Joy shall overtake
Her

perfect

Coal—(ltetail.)

peace.

A Prudent Lover
Is her hand so soft and pure?
1 must press it to be sure;
Nor can I be certain then,
Till it grateful press again.
Must I, with attentive eye,
Watch her heaving bosom sigh?
I will do so w hen I sec
That heaving bosom sigh for me.
[K B. Sheridan.
~

MISCELLANY.
Love and Gunpowder—John Stevens
and Catharine Soles, of Fort Plain, N. Y., the
latter a plucky lassie scarcely fifteen years old,
loved each other in the most approved fashion,
and made, we suppose, the usual vows, signed
and sealed in the old manner.
But John's
patriotism “got the better of him" shortly after the attack on Sumter. He bade Katie an
affectionate adieu, became a soldier in Battery
K, 1st New York Artillery, and “went to the
war so bold.”
In tills case, altsence made the
youngsters dearer to each other. Katie was
as true to hitn ns a needle to the pole and more
too. But Katie, one fine day, was missing
from Fort Plain. Search was made for her in
vain, and the most gloomy foreltodings a« to
her whereabouts were indulged in, until, a few
days since, a letter came to her friends from
Winchester, Va., written by the missing girl
herself, announcing the marriage, in camp, of
John and herself. She had done the journey
alone, all for pure love—and “that’s true-blue
for you.” Love laughs at distance and difficulty, and rules tlie camp.
Folly- and Empty Stomachs.-A business
who has been at work all day, will enter
his house for dinner as crabbed as a hungry
bear—crabbed because he is hungry as a bear.
The wife understands the mood, and, while site
says little to him, is careful not to have the
dinner delayed. In the meantime the children
watch him cautiously, and do not tease him
witli questions. When the soup is gulped, and
he leans back and wipes his mouth, there is an
evident relaxation, and his wife ventures to
ask for the news. When the roast beef is distiosed of, she presnmes upon gossip, and possibly a jest; and when, at last, the desert is
placed upon the table, all hands are merry, and
the face of the husband and father, which entered the house so pinched, und savage, and
sharp, becomes soil, and full, and beaming as
the face of the round summer moon.
man

A Novel Attempt at Desertion.—A
Canadian paper states that a few days since a

private

of the Joth Kegt., stationed at Toronto
named James Duane, disguised himself in female attire, with the view of desertion, and
nearly accomplished his design. He, in this
“rig” got on Imard a steamer, and after he had
been out about an hour he made his ap|iearance on the promenade deck.
Here, placing
his elbows over the bulwarks, he leaned over
the side of the boat in a very unlady-like attitude, which attracted the notice of the captain, and. upon examination, he saw a pair of
military pantaloons peeping forth from under
the crinoline. The captain succeeded in decoying him into a state-room, where he locked
him up, and, upon the return of the steamer,
handed him over to the military authorities at

Toronto-

A seven year old lioy on being reproved by
his parents for using profane language and di-

rected to ask God’s forgiveness, retired to his
room, and was heard to say: “O God, I am
very sorry I used that naughty word, and
won’t say so any more; but please hurry and
make me hurry to grow up to he a man. and
then I can swear as much as 1 want to, like pa,

•ad nobody will notice what I say.”

him

1 won’t hare a rebel
hugband, so now.” She thought the exchange
was a swap, aud that she was to have another

exchanged.

husband.

should say that the following epigram on a decollete which we find alloat in
the papers, is of iSorc-on origin:
That "effect* are the same from a similar cause,**
Is one of the femoii* Socrutian laws
Whose fallacy we may discover;
For quite in the teeth of the logical rule,
The stvie of apparel that keeps l.mma cool
Just kiudios a flame in tier lover.

yW As people usually sprinkle the floors
bafore they sweep them, says au old bachelor,
so some ladies sprinkle their husbands witli
tears in order that they may sweep the cash
out of their pockets.
23P“An enthusiastic girl says that the first
tiuie she ever locked arms with a young man,
she felt like “Dope leaning on her anchor.”
“John,” said Dean liamsey, “I’m
rollin'

sure

ye ken

gathers nae moss?” “Ay,”
rejoiued John, “that's true, hut can you tell
me

a

what

stane

guid

the

moss

does to the static ?”

—Men are very uncertain; It is much safer
hack a horse than a man any day. |Machias Union.
from

Speaks

personal knowledge probably.

Cream Tartar.

Logwood ex.
Magnesia.

I

Blau ilia, fine.

n<n go,

Bladder,.
Ithubarb.
Alcohol.
Fluid.

amphene.
Saltpetre.

<

Vitriol.

Oval, Square or Kliptical frames, with
Rosewood, Black Walnut or Gilt finish made
to order, of any sire, style or design, of new and
elegant patterns; also ein-ap Looking Glasses and
plates re-set in old frames, by
_MORRISON & Co., 20. Market Square.

WITH

Ciilt Frames.
OR LANDSCAPES of
FIRsire PORTRAITS
style desired—latest patterns and beat
to
any

or

workmanship—made

order bv
MORRISON ft CO.,'28, Market

kot for low
kol

prices. At wholesale

or

Square._MORRISON

ft CO’S.

Chit, Rosew ood, Black Walnut and
Oak Mouldings.
lowest

trade.
AT
order

by

cash prices, in quantities to suit the
Ship Mouldings made and finished to
MORRISON CO.,
Market Square.

MORRISON ft CO.

On Hand.

Goods dc Chemical*.

atock in this

department Is complete,
OL’Rprising ovory article
used in the art.

JuneMdtfwSt

com-

MORRISON ft CO.,

_20, Market Square.
PLEASURE
PARTIES.
visiting

the islands, supplied
with stores at the shortest notice.
Orders solicited.

Excursionists

ISO Fare Street wear foot of Exchange.
CALDERWOOD ft BECKETT
dtf
Portland. June 23.

2)
©
©
©

04
25
40
26

4$
6$

4©
6J©

6 ©
6
3 ©
4
1 60 © 1 55
35 ©
46
10$ © 12
26 ©
33
1 00 © 1 50
16 ©
00
1 25 © 1 30
70 ©
75
95 © 1 00
2 75
10 ©
20
12 ©
00
2 $©
13 ©

4$©

00
00
41

1?©
4$©

02
06

2]

02 ©

Hypernic.
lxjgwood, Cainpoachy.
St. Domingo.
Extract Logwood.

02 ©
11

Q$m

44

Superior,
Navy,
44
44

00

03*^

06

34
62
48

No. 10.
No. 8.

44

12

Shore.
Labrador.
Scaled 4* box.
No. 1.
Mackerel
bbl.
Bay No. 1.
Bay No. 2.
Bay No. 3.
Shore No. 1.
44
2.
3 (large).
44

44

“(medium).
44
(small).

44

00
00
00

a>
none
none
uoue
tioue

oz.

Fralbrrs*
Feathers, Live Geese |> lb...'.
Feathers, Russia.
Fish.
Fish, Cod largo l> quin.
small.
Fish,
Fish, Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.
Fish, Hake, new.
Herring, Pickled, f> bbl.

2]

@

No. 10.
Duck, U. S. 10 o*.
44

3]

02
2Vw

60 @
25 @|

55
45

3
2
2
1
1

60 (a 4 00
37 » 2 75
25 tv 2 60
25 a 1 50
12 « 1 374

2

00

h 2 50

none

22 ty
15 ^
7
6
4
7
6
4
3

25
18

50 @ 8 00
60 a 7 00
50 <• 5 00
60 n. 8 75
00 (ft: 6 60
76 ^v 6 on
76 ^400

Frail*

Almonds—Jordan p lb
Soil Shell.
Shelled.
Currants.
Citron.
Wil. Pea Nut*.

13 (5)
25 @

2

common.
Figs,
44

Klein©.
Lemons, case.
Oranges.

Raisin*—
Blue, cask.
Black.
Bunch, box.

Dates.
Prunes..*.
FIanr—Portland inspection.
Flour, Superfine.
Flour, Fancy.
Flour, Extra.
Hour, Family.
Flour, Extra Superior.
Western extra*.
fancy.....
44

superior.

Ohio extra.

family.

Canada super No. 1.

fancy.
extra.

44

superior extra.
Kye Flour.

Buckwheat Flour
lb.
Corn Meal.
Grain*

By©.
Oats.
South Yellow Corn..

Corn, Mixed
Shorts \> ton.
Fine Feed.

Griadataaes*
ton.
Grindstones, Rough,
Grindstone*, Dreused.
Gaapawdrr*

Blasting.
Rifle and Sporting.
Hay*

ton, Screwed.
Hay, Loose.
Hide* and Ski an*
Slaughter Hides.
net

Calf Skins.
Calcutta Cow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

Dry.
Sheep Pelts, Green.
Sheep Pelts, Dry.
Hop*.
First Sort, 1861....
I ron,

none

Foreign

4
6
5
6
6
6

100 lb.

J
«.
?£

25 «£

6 50
6 25
7 ft*
5 *2$

none

^

8

02 On)
2$
60 & 8 75

No. 4.

Clapboards,

S extra.
P

Cellar, extra.
Shingles,
14

No. 1.

**

extra

44

pine.

Spruce.
Pine.

Red Oak Staves.
Mol. Hhd Shook? k Heads, city..

Sug.

44

44

44

*4

44
44
do
country
Country Riff Mol. Hhd. Shooks.
44

...

Dry Riff,.

Hoop?
llackmctack Timber, $> tuu.
Litue.
Lime, Rockland, cask.
Molnaaea.
Molasses, Cienftigo?.
Molasse>, Cuba clayed
tart
Molasses,
*4
Molasses,
Muscovada,.
Molasses, New Orleans.
Portland Syrup.hhd?
Kail**
Nn vn I Store?.
Tar (in keg*) p gal.
Pitch (Coal Tar).

Rosin.
Turpentine p gal.

On It

R'd

Oil.
Portland Kerosene Illutninat’g Oil
Machine.
(Marine.
Sperm Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter
44
Summer.
Grand Bank and Bay Chaleur—
Shore.
44

Linaoed.

Boiled,.

Top.

»»«ary.

3

9 00

**

Coke.
Twine.
Cotton Sail.
Flax

24}

embodies the true
principles upon which our government rests, aud affords the only available means of accomplishing such

5 ®
6
09 a
10
1 On aj 1 "ft
1 16 a 1 25
90 a j 00
90
75
40 a)
70
15

@

16

8i£
6\

03}
05}

a-

6}«

Is

(•»;)

,i

]o
12?

12}«
15
8

5}

15}
9

<w

5}

a

1*; ,/j

IK

11}£

12}

9

<g

9}
10

9}£

19 @
22 ftj

181.®
13$®

13$
13$

815}

00
00
75
60

66 A
43 ®
38 n
66 «
48 a
43 «
76 ® 1
0 00 ® 1

60
48
42
On
62
46
00
50

38

@
34]®

10

Haloing....
Hemp "

WtnHi
Hard, retail.
Soft.
WmI.

(&
®
it

14®

35]

55
(»0
60
00

Zinc.
Pig* and slal*.
Sheet Mosslmann.

Sheathing.

6f^

8$®
90®

*13 ^
16 £

9
00

On London—60 days.
1 25
1 27
1 aris./ 4 62$® 4 46

RATES OF DUTIES.

duty of 10 percent, is levied on al
imported direct from the place ol
production.
growth
ASIIES.—10 per cent., ad val.
BREAD.-80 percent.
cent.
BUTTER.—4
CANDLES.—Sperm and Wax, 8c., Tallow, 2c., per
An additional
merchandise not
or

17

GRIN D8TON E8.—Rough—F ree.
GUNPOWDER.—30 P cent, ad val, per cask of 25
lbs
HIDES k SKINS.—10 p cent, ad val.
HOPS.—10 p cent.
IRON.—Pig and Scrap. $6; Bar. rolled or hammered, $15; Railroad $12; Boiler $20 p ton; Sheet
§25 p ton.

14 00 .adO 00
12 00 «.14 00
10 00 «12 00
8 00 u 10 00
45 a
60
13 00 15 00
80 00 £32 00
2 60 (a.8 00
2 00 £ 2 26
2 60 « 3 75
1 15 £ 1 20
1 87 £ 1 02
20 00 £36 00
2 40 « 2 50
2 35 a 2 45
1 60 £ 1 75
1 25 a 1 35
1 15 £ 1 80
21 00 o*23 00
8 00 .« 10 00
66

^

70

38 £
31 £
2* u.
33 £

00
00
00
00

23 bbl?25
3 37}£ 3 GO
00 (a
0

no

«

80
3 25

16 00 «20 00
2 GO

£

2 62

9

£)

35 £>
75
1 60 £ 1
68 a
03 £
19 On «21
18 00 £20
92 £
9* £ 1

9}
40

05
70
65
00
00
98
00

LEATHER-30

p

rent.

—Pig He p !b.
p oeut. ad val.
MOLASSES —6c p gal
NAILS.—Cut lc, Wrought 2c, Assorted 3c p lb.
NAVAL STOKES.—Turpentine, Rosin, Pitch, Tar,
20 p cent, ad val.; Sp. Turpentine 10 cents p gal.
OAKUM.—Free.
OIL.—Sperm, Whale, and other Fish oils, of Foreign Fisheries; Neats foot, Linseed, Hem paced and
Kai >eeeed, 20 per cent; Olive iu casks, Palm, Seal, and
Cocoauut 10, Olive Salad 30 per cent, ad val.
PAINTS.—White Lead, dry or ground in Oil and
Red Lead. 2 l-2c per lb; Litharge aud Oxide of Zinc,
2 l-2c p !h; Prussian Blue 10c—Varnishes, Vermillion,
Chrome Yellow, Venetian Red 20—Spanish Brown,
dr>, 20; iu oil, 30 p cent, ad val—Yellow and other
Ochres, 35c per 100 tbs—Paris White, dry, 35c, in oil,
$1 35: Whiting 25c p 100 lbs.
PLASTER—Free.
PROVISIONS.—Beef and Pork lc—Lard, Bacon
aud i I unit- 2c—Butter aud Cheese 4c p tb.
RICK.—lc p lb.
SALT.—In hulk 12c. and iu bags 18c p 100 lbs.
STARCH -20 p cent.
SOAP.—80 p cent.
SPICKS.—Ginger Root, 3c; Ground Ginger, 5c.—
Pepper and Pimento. He.—Cloves, 8c: Cassia. lt»c.—Ca»ia Buds, 15c.—Cinnamon, 20c.—Mace and Nutmegs, 25c p !h.
SEEDS.—Linseed, 10c p bus; Canary, 10 p cent.
Other kinds free.
SUGAR.—Below No. 12 Dutch standard, including
Melado aud ( oncentratcd Molasses, 2‘c p !b; abo\c
No. 12, not r«-lined, 3c-; relined, 6c p fb; when tiuctuml or colored, 8c.
TEAS —2<>c p lb.
TOBACCO.—leaves unmanufactured, 25; all other
kinds 30 p ceut. ad val.
TIN.—In pigs, free; Plates. 10 p cent, ad val.
TWINE —30 p cent.
WOOL.—Coasting 18c p !b and under, 5 P cent;
under 24c p tb, 3c; over 24c p lb, 9c p !b.
ZINC.—Iu blocks or pigs, lc; in sheets l$c p It
Manufacturers of, 30 p cent, ad val.
LEAD

LIME.—10

June

can save

j

|

LITTLE. Agknt.
Office 31 Exchange Street.
money by securing tickets at this
dawtf

One bottle warranted to care every race of Plica; two
bottle* in all other cue* of the above rilwawa; If not,
dealer* are requested to refund the aioney ia every
cue.
Only five bottle* in * tbourand returned, unit
tho*e were confirmed FUtula. Hundred* of letter*
and certificate* are now in tlte proprietor’s
pumemion.
which can be *een on application. Send for Circular
Prepared by HENRY D. FOWLF., Chepiirt. 71
Prince street, Ronton.
Sold everywhere. Certificate* with etch bottle.

•Innr 23. lxflj.

Eclectic Medical

PREMIUM 8TAHDABD
8CALES.
The** Scale* are atill manufactured
only by the original inventor*, who
are constantly adding such rtal and
rahtablt improvement $ u tbeir long
experience* and skill suggest.
A COMPLETE VARIETY:
a* Hay, Coni, Railroad, 1 Mat form. Counter,
Druggist’s. and Butcher’* Scales; Beam*. Weights, Ac.,
for sale at our Warehouse,

as

KOWTOW.

Inliriuary.

Sold in Portland by Fmf.ry k Watkkhousm.

White's Patent Alarm

delicacy.

for
number of years confined
PRIVATE
a

diseases of

Rooms.
Good*

Sold at Fa mask’s
Milk Streei B<«to x.

a

Portland.
For freight nr passage apply to
EMERY' k FOX, BrownVWbarf, Portland.
H. B. ( ROM WELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New Y’ork.
June 23. 1862.
dtf

MON TRE A L

OCEA3 STEAMSHIP CO’S

Mail Line.

All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned if desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle).

AMERICAN, NORWEGIAN, JURA.
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON. NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec everv Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via
Londonderry.
Passenger* leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

DEALER IK

SHI?

of Ship Stock.
C argoes of Oak Timber and Plank tarnished to order.
92 State St., Boston. Wharf 150 Border St., E. Boston.

FAIRBANKS & BEARD,
WHOLESALE DEALER IK

ALE, PORTER, CIDER, SODA,
AND MINERAL WATER.
Bcildiro, Howard St.,
BOSTON.
DR AC GUT ALE AND PORTER.

Howard Atkjmkch

be

BURNETT’S
A,

to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out aud

all

back. $160.

THAYER & WARREN,
of the

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,
Sailing from Liverpool for Boston twice a month.
Steerage Passage, $20. Also, Agent for New Y’ork
aud Liverpool Meauiship*. sailing from New Y'ork

Saturday,

every
day. aud

and from

Uverpool

constantly

L.

!

ORKETT8.Indigestion and Flatulency.

8TREN<>TIIEN8 the Nervous System.
July 1. 1H»S2.

Portland, June 20th.

Dr.
[

[

J. <J.

GOOFS,

10ft Congress Streets,

Boston.

be found at the above

place.

wly

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
aud for tin- County of Cumberland, on tlie third
Tuesday of July, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-two,
A. ANTllOlNE, widow of Daniel W. AnJ tIndue, late of Windham, in said County, deceased, having presented her petition that administration
ou the estate of said deceased, may be granted to
John Webb, of said Windhaui:
It teas Ordered, that the said Petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to be
nublislied three weeks successively in the Maine State
Press, printed at Portland, that tfiev mav appear at a
Probate Court to In* held at said Portland, on the
third Tuesday of September next, at ten of the clock
ill the forenoon, aud show cause, if any they have,
why tile same should not be granted.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
A true copy, Attest,

1YDIA

FROM

Book, Card & Fancy Printing,
NEATLY EXECUTED

!

•w8w6

MACHINE OUT FILES.
THE

WHIPPLE

FILE MAVUFACTURI VG CO.

EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

j

At a Court or Probate held at Portland, within
aud for the County of Cumberland, on the third
Tuesday of July, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred aud sixty-two,
VEAL DOW, Executor of the last Will and Tesa. I ament of Josiab Dow, late of Portland, iu said
County, deceased, having presented his first account
of administration of said estate for probate:
It teas Ordered, That the said Executor give notice
to all persons interested, by causiug notice to be
lished three weeks
in the Maine state
Press, printed at Portland, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on the
third Tuesday of
next, at ten of the c!«»ck
iu the forenoon, amt shew cause, if any they have,
whv the same should not be allowed.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
A true copy, attest:
•w3w5
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

pub-

successively

September

OrrtCE A XD

MO.

34

SALESROOM:

KILBY STREET.
(Coraer of Ceatral,) Boston

FAMILY

j

Established for the sale of

MOUBNING DRESS GOODS,
And Millinery

Exclusively.
8. 8.

»«*4

|

j

j

a

-LIXK FROM-

Jakik. Boston

to San Francisco.

OFFICE, 114 STATE STREET, BOSTON.
All pHNis received and forwarded free of charge by
FIRST CLASS CLIPPER SHIPS, tailing promptly on their adverted day*. The only real prompt
line of »liip* from the Atlantic Port*.

J A M E S

A

WHITE

THE
8th. and Continue 15 week*.

POPE.

Wholesale mud Retail Dealer, iu

Principal.
commence

WILLIAMS.

OUDDEK * WILLIAMS’

A

Af k

FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

AUTUMN SESSION Bill

Store,

20 WINTER ST.. BOSTON,

COVGRESS STREET SETH VARY,

Hiss E. L. Whittier,

v

Are now ready to supply erery description of thair
M.mhink Cut Files, warranted superior to all others in use.

Mourning

acceptance

and after the first of July, Postage Stamps
and Stumped Envelopes will not be charged at
the Post Office.
j«25tf

jI

June21d4m

STATIONERY. TOYS. Ac.,

Notice*

are so com-

act iu concert, aud a»*i*t Nature iu

GBO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Bobtox.

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELBY,

June 23.

Ac.,

as to

{Spring

YANKEE NOTIONS,

can

Wild Cherrv. Yellow

of

highly

Pocket and Table Cutlery.

Forbistall

GLUES.

SUMMER MEDICINE,

Dyspepsia,

ENGLISH. FRENCH AND GERMAN,

ADPIBOX W. BANFIELD.

Sta-

Langley’*

| body!

IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

28 and 30 Federal and

Generally,
Drug,, Sponge*. Gum*,

SUPERIOR

The effect of this medicine is most wonderftol—it I
acts directly upon the bowels ami blood, by removing
all obstructions from the internal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains of
life, purifying the blood, cleansing it IVom all humors
and causing it to course through every part of the
restoring the invalid to health and usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from thesystom, Liver Complaint. that main wheel of so man) diseases, Jaundance in its worst forms, all Millions Diseases and
< ostiveness. all kinds of Hufoul stomach,
mors, Indigestion. Headache. Dizziness, Pika, Heartburn. Weakness, Pains in the side aud bowels, Klatu- !
leucv, Loss of appetite, aud a torrid or diseased Liver, a disordered stomach or bad blood, to w hich all ;
and Summer.
are more or less subject iu
More than 2d,000 persona have been cured by this
medicine. It is
recommended by Physicians i
everywhere. Try it aud vnu will never regret it.
Sold by all dealers in Medicine everywhere at only
25 and 38 cents per bottle. Orders addressed to

(Successor to P. J. l'orriatall and Mills & Forristall,

P. J.

ple

(‘indicating disease.

A. W. BANFIELD,

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and lor the County of Cumberland, on the third
Tuesday of July, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and sixty-two,
rilHE Commissioners appointed by said Court to set
X out Dower in the estate of Ichabod Baker, late
of Windham, iu said County, deceased, to 8arah Baker, widow of said deceased, having returned the
warrant to them directed, together with their doings
and confirmation
thereon, for
It wait Ordered, that the said Commissioners give
notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to
be published three w»*cks successively in the Maine
State Pu ss printed at Portland, that they inav
appear
at a Prohate Court to be held at said Portland, on
the third Tuesday of Septemlier next, at ten of the
clock iu the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
ha>« why the same shouM not l»e accepted and confirm.^
WILLIAM ti. BARROWS, Judge.
A true copy, Attest,
El uEXE HUMPHREY. Register.
•w8wo

Wherler, Ag’t,

Union Street. Maunihetarer aad Deal-

And Painter*’ Snpplie*

lm

Sarsaparilla,
Dock, Prick ley Ash, Thoronghwort. Rhubarb,
COMPOSED
all of which
Mandrake. Daudclion.
pounded

d&wtf.

FANCY

in

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

Personal Notire.

C1APTAIN

CONGRESS ST.,

AID—

GREAT SPRING AND

PRIGNITZ, of Prussian Bark
••Deposche,*’ requests the wife, children or relations of the deceased C. Simon Stanortli (Steinortli).
of Itarth. I,ru.—u* t<> a| |>h to him, in a matter of
inheritance, under the care of Messrs. Win. Salem &
w3w"
Co., New York.

AND

TAINTS OILS, VARNISHES,

Health nut! Strength Secured,

HARMON,

FREEMAN BRADFORD,
Z. k. HARMON.

by

WATER

in

BUY ME AND I’LL DO YOU GOOD !”

No. 88 Excuakuk St., Portland, Maine.

N’OTICE

er

Complaints A Bilious Fevers,
RELIEVES.Con-tipation aud Headache,

or

devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty years, and having a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute ail claims agaiust the Government with
promptness ami despatch, aud on rerg reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.

OF

Formerly

PREVENTS.Liver

Having

Samuel S. Webster, ol Tortlaud, In the County of
< uml>erlaud and State of Maims claims
by mortgage
a certain tract of land situated in Falmouth, iu said
County, bounded, beginning at the most southwesterly corner of laud now or formerly of Royal Leighthe same to land
ton, thence easterly and northerly
of John W. Freeman. thence easterly by the -amc to
land of Jeremiah Hall, thence southerly and westerly by the same to land owned by Jeremiah Hobbs,
thence northerly and westerly by the same and land
of Philip tiaininon to the county road, thence northerly by said road to the first bounds; containing seventeen acres more or less, subject to the right of Jeremiah Hobbs or his assigns to pass and repass through
said promises. Said real estate having l>een conveyed
iu mortgage to Samuel S. Webster and Mieah Sampson bv Dependence II. Furbish, by his deed of August £2. Hw>, r«*oordod in the Registry of Deeds for
Cumberland County, in book 268. page 397; which
mortgage wns duly assigned hv said Mieah Sampson
to Samuel 8. Webster, June So, 1*02. as wiil appear
by the assignment thereof recorded in said Registry,
to all of which records reference is to he had for a
more particular description. The condition of said
deed of mortgage is broken, and the subscriber, assignee of said mortgage, by reason thereof do claim
a foreclosure of said mortgage, and do hereby notify
ail parties interested of my claim to foreclose *«id
mortgage, on account of the breach of the conditions
thereof.
Dated at Portland this first dav of Julv, A. D. 1862.
SAM L S. WEBSTER.
ju!2—w3w*

entirety

STORE.

PAINT

A sharl

Portland, Me.

BY THE t'SK or THK

BRADFORD &

Notice of Foreclosure.
is hereby given, that the subscriber,

in persou

may be

BOSTON.

Dyspepsia,

CURES

Uni-

Heirs,

application

CORNER

TITCOMB,

APOTHECARY,

PENSIONS, BOUNTY MONEY,
Buck Pay, Ac.,
service in the present war, obtained for Soldiers
XjHJR
their Widows and
JT and
front the
on

H.

373 Congress Street,

For Passage Certificates, Steamer Tickets, Draft*,
or for further information. Address,
GEO. WARREN, 99 State Street, Bostou, Mas*.

Sailors,

OF THR HAIR,

now-a-daya,

PREPARED BY-

every Wednes-

for sale.

ted States Government,
by letter to

NEW

j!

calling at Qu«‘eii8touu, Ireland. Cabin
Paautge, $75. 3*1 Class, $30.
Sight Bills of Exchange, for £1 Sterling and upward, payable at any Bauk in Great Britain or Belaud

ao common

prevented by the me of Btntarrr'a CocOAina. It
ha, been used in thonaanda of eoaeo where the hair
war coming out in handfolb. and ha, never foiled to
arret it, decay, and to promote a healthy and vigorous growth.
It b at the Mime time anrtvailed aa a
drearing for the hair. A Magic application will reader It ,oft and gloaay for aeveral day*. Prepared by
Joaeph Burnett k Co Boaton, and for sale by al
dealer,.

Warren, AAA,

Proprietor

dealer,.

Which b

NUCCMSOR TO

<.

a

PREMATURE LOSS

Edmonstone. Allan k Co., Montreal, or to
J. L. FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23. 1862.
dtf
to

,

KALU8TON,

Wash for thr

Complexion baa no eqaal. It b
distinguished for it, cooling and toothing properties,
and b admirably adapted to all unnatural conditioux
of the akin; removing Tan, Sunburn, K reck lea. Rednen and Roughnrm of the tkio. kc
curing Chapped
Han da, and allaying the irritation canned by the bite,
of Moeqattoea. and other annoying innecta. Prepared by Joaeph Burnett k Co., Bo,ton, and for gala
by

morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third (lass, $30. liret Class, $67 to $82—according

Apply

TIKBEE AMD PLAHX
KNEES. LOCUST TREEKAILS, and a general variety

HACKMKTAC

Portland.
jull-dA w3m3

ry-S'nd pfimp for C ircular.

Wamkocbb, IIS

H ISNRY JONES,

sanity
cured.

ONE of the following first-class, powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN, NORTH

scale

by

FAIRBANKS ft BROWN.

ple

forwarded by this line to ami from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamer before 3 P. M., on the day that she leaves

Money Drawer.

CERTAIN PROTECTION AGAINST
THIEVES.

A

CONSULTATIONS -Dr. Hughe* has
his attention to
ceitain class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 6 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
lit all case*.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies enre disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of mo*t other
remedies; cures new eases in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effect* of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank aud poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locallv, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generallv caused bv bad habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfrilness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or inif neglected, are speedily aud permanently

follows:

ve Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave I*ier 9 North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3o’clock. P. M.
This vessel is fittest up with tine accommodations for
passengers, making this the most apeedy, safe aud
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage $6,00, including Fare aud State

Weekly

118 Milk 8tkkkt,
(Thorndike Building.) Corner of Batterymareh 8t.,

Established for the treat numt of those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

run

wSwt

Fairbanks

DR. Ht CHEV

Crowell, will until further notice

LEONARD ANDREWS,
SAMUEL E. SPRING,
NELSON DING LEV, Jr.,
R. S. STEVENS,
Republican
N. A FAR WELL,
S. P. STRICKLAND,
State
EUGENE HALE.
R. B. FULLER.
Committee.
C. H. B WOODBURY,
T. HARMON.
E. WOODBURY,
BEN.!. KINGSBURY, Jr.,
CLEMENT PllLXNEY,
Cumberland Co.
DANIEL ELLIOT,
Lt K E BR<IWN,
Rep. Com.
O. G. COOK,
EDWARD L. PICKARD,
JOHN T. HULL,
Cl!AKKLS 11. OSGOOD,
1IENRY L. PAINE,
HENRY P. LORD,
Republican
James doughty,
ORK.N KING,
>Citv Comniitteof
WILLIAM GRAY,
JOHN M. STEVENS,
Portland.
AUG. F. GKK1SH.
FRANCIS E. PRAY,
WM. H. PLUMMER,

PRESS.

THM ONLY BURK CURB

For BLEEDING, BLIND, and ITCHING PILES,
LEPROSY. SCKOFI'La, SALT RHECM
AND DISEASES OF THE SKIN.

%Jf Orders by mail promptly attended to. Write
your address plainly, and direct to Dr. II. N. Ma rnsox. as above.
June 28.
d&w2m

The splendid and ffist Steamship
“CHESAPEAKE," Captain Sidney

of Maine.

AT THE OFFICE OF THE

Boston*"

DKXCE WHATEVER.

23.

AGENTS.

FOWLE’B PILE AND HUMOR CURE.

information, with the most undivided references and
t' stimtmi tls, without whiek m
advertkstug physician
or medteiue of this kind is deserving of axy coxn-

Portland aud Vow York Steamers.

foregoing Prospectus, and earnestly
new paper to the hearty support of the

—

It is put up in bottles of three different strengths with frill directions
sent by express, closely sealed, to all

advertising physicians, in nine cases out of ten are
l**gus, there is 'no safety in trusting any of them, unless vou know who and what they are.
M. will send prkk. by enclosing one stamp
as above, a Pamphlet on DISEASES Or WOMEN,
aud on Private TUseases generallv ; giving most full

provided with

STEAMBOATS.

May. 1862.

—

(•RAIN'—Corn and Oats 10c: Rye and Barley 15c;
and Wheat 20c per bush.
From Br. Provinces, free.

9 00 £ 9 25

People

l"n>r>

ITovinccs free.

Niagara Falls.

W. D.

CST" You
office.

in the

commend the

lb.—Morphine,

11V !>'Wf II11 W

by

undersigned cordially approve the enterprise

projected

Sponges,

DUCK.—35 P cent, ad val.
30 p cent, ad val.
FEATHERS
FISH.—l*er 100 tb foreign caught; Herring §1;
Mackerel $2; Salmon $3; and all other pickled iu
ltfj*. $1 60 p brl.—otherwise 60c per 100 tbs. From

and

CyTickets §old in Portland at lowest Boston rates

given to the Commercial aud Maritime
It will be the aim of its conductors to make
indispensable institution of the .State, aud a go-

The

Sulphur,

J>

HIE

This road is broad guage and in
New and Spleudid Sleeping ('are.

welcome visitor in every work-shop, counting-house, and family circle. The Editors, not unknown to the people of Maine, will give their undivided energies to the work before them, aud labor to
make such a paper as the city of Portland, the State
of Maine, and the exigencies of the times demand—
one that shall be true to the popular instincts.
The Portland Daily Press is printed with entirely new type, on a sheet as large as that of any
daily in Maine, and issued every morning, (Sundays excepted,) at ?5 per aunum. Subscriptions for
less than six months, GO cents per month.
Tuk Maine State Press, large, neatly printed,
and well filled with the news of the week, and original and selected Political, Agricultural, Literary and
Miscellaneous reading, making it specially adapted to
the Family Circle, will be issued weekly, at f 1.60 per
year, id variably in advance. To any person sending
the names ofmflre nctc subscribers, cash in advance,
an extra copy will be sent gratis.
N. A. Foster, )
J. T. Gilman, } N. A. Foster k Co., Publishers.
J. B. Hall.
)
Portland, May 19, 1862.

6$

Sulphate

an

WANTED 1

about to enguge In the suJe of 3S cent
packages of stationery. Maps, Charts, or Portraits,
should write to me before
elsewhere. Reengaging
member that I am the originator or the 26 cent
package *tatiouery, and also N. E. Agent for H. II. Uord
k Co'* celebrated Maps and ( hart*, and J. C. Battle'*
tine Steel Engraved Portrait*. Withal, it mar bo
safely said, that I hare the best assortment er the
most saleable article* for the times that can be (band
in New England
For particulars, address B. B.
RUSSELL, 51& Washington Street,

THOSE

ing to expose the cheat for fear of expos inn them,
se/res. All this come* from trusting, without inquiry,
to men who are alike destitute of honor, character,
and skill, and whose only r«‘Commendation is their
own false and extravagant assertums, in
praise of
themselves.
If, therefore, you would avoid being
humbugged, take no man’s word, ho matter what his
professions are, but MAKE INJURY it will cost
you nothing, and may save you many regrets: for as

WEST,

RAILWAY.

Via Buffalo, Dunkirk,

destined to sweep from existence
institution which is the greatest anomaly in a free

nial and

60
1 00

2*5
75

7 75 £8 00
7 75 £ 8 00

it

Exchange.

Juniper

NORTH

seems

interests.

14$

and all others used for medicinal purposes or fine
arts.) Aloe*. AssaloMida, Ammonia. < ant ha ride*,
Berries, .Manna,
Gamboge, Ipecac, Jalap,
VerdiQuicksilver, Rhubarb, Sarsaparilla,
Vanilla
10
ceut.
ad
Bean*.
gris,
va).—Hydriodate
per
and PruMiate Potash, Peruvian Bark, 16percent. a<
val.—Citric Acid, Castor Oil, Cubebs, Essential Oils,
Senna Arrow
Epsom Salts, Isinglass, Flor
Root, blue or white Vltrol, Ginseng, 26 per cent.—
< 'opperaa, 25c §> 100
lb.—Bleaching Powder*, 30c l>
100 lb*.—Alum and Sago. 60c p 1(1© lbs.—Retim'd Borax. chromate and bichromate
Potasli, Sugar of
Lead and Argols, 8c
lb.—Ballb.—Opium, Si
sams and
Quinine, 80
cent.—AJmn, Sal
Soda and Sotfa Ash $c 4> lb.—Bi Carb Soda. Caustic
Soda. Liquorice Root. 1 c |r lb. and ground do 2c
lb. Liquorice Paste, 6c
lb.—Refined Camphor
and ( ream Tartar, »ic $> lb.—Tartaric Acid, Tartar
Emetic. Rochelle Salts, Gum (’opal, ami others gums
or resinous substance* used for same purposes as Gum
lb.—Roll Brimstone, 60 4) ton.—Oil
Copal. 10c
81 4> o*.—Alcohol. 40c
Cloves, 7<*c p
other
gal.—All
descriptions quoted, free. Chicory
toot, lc p lb.

upon our
to resist the tide of

tion will be

00 ® 6 25
4 00 ® 6 00

G2}«

blot

distinctly announcing the general course
proposed for the Press, and intending that, alike in
war and in peace—in our country’s peril and in its
triumph, it shall *|H>ak with no uncertaiu voice, we
do not lose sight of the fact that true men have honestly differed, and that, coming by different routes
they now fiud themselves travelling parallel roads;
aud, instead of seeking to wideu the differences between those who are required by a common patriotism to act in concert, the Press will labor hopefully
to encourage unity of purpose and harmony of action among ail loyal men.
Aside from its political department, the Press will
be earnestly devoted to the advancement of the best
interests of the city and State. Its Local Department will in no case be neglected. Particular atten-
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attempt

If 1

While thus

2 60 <t 4 On
2 26 ® 2 50
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nor

the foulest
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support.

2 00 @ 2 60

Domestic.
Pelts.

constitutes

SOl'TII

ERIE

The emancipation of slavery in the
Capital, the co-operation of the Federal with
the loyal State governments, to secure gradual emancipation. as proposed by President Lincoln, and all
other constitutional measures lookiug to a peaceful
removal of our greatest “moral, political and social
evil,” will find in the Press a generous and hearty

12 25 <112 75
9 26 & 9 60
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Slavery,

character,

events that
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or Kennebec k PortS. W. EATON, Sup't.

in Portland.

1

by Express,

THROUGH TICKETS

mi-

national

12
111

demands.

be proper to say, that while the Press will sancno interference with the constitutional or
legal
rights of loyal men, it will neither apologize for an

none

FRUIT.—Lemons, Oranges, Bananas and Plantains 20 p cent, ad val.—Almonds 4c, aud aheilcHl do.
6c per lb—Nuts and Dates, 2c p !b—Currants, Figs,
l'lums, Prunes aud Raising, 6c p lb—Citron 30 p
ad \al.

21

»-^vu

evil which

®

Depots,

Farmington 3Iay 5, lKt2.

to

Boston.

pressly for Obstinate Cases, which all other remedies of the kiud have failed to cure; also that it is
wrarranted as represented m every respect, or the
price will be refunded.
QTTIEWARK OF IMITATIONS! Neaegenuine
and warranted unless purchased directly of Dr. M.
at his REMEDIAL INSTITUTE FOR SPECIAL
DISEASES, No. 28 Uuiou Street, Providence. R. I.
Of "This speciality embraces all diseases or a private nature both of MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years’ practice,
giving his w hole attention to them.
£ ^Consultations bv letter or otherwise are strictly
confidential, aud medicines will be sent
secure from observation, to all parts of tne United
States. Also, accommodations for LADIES from
abroad wishing for a secure and quiet Retreat, with
good care until restored to health.
CALTIoN.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any
benefit to those who pay it. Most of this snm comes
out of a class of persona who arc the least able to lose
it, but once paid they can never get it back, aud thev

Portland, Saco k Port»mouth,
land

using, and

the office from 8 A. V

addressing 11. GREENE, M. D„ 80 Brumfield Street,

parts of the country.
Prices.—Full strength, 810; Half Strength, 86;
Quarter Strength, 83j>er bottle.
k# Remember! This medicine is designed ex-

Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesday* and Saturday s, returning on 31ondays and Friday s.
Stage* leave Farmington daily, for ’Strong, Avon
and Phillips.
Passengers for this route will take the cars at the

may
tion

none

13}

lofty patriotism imperatively

as a

for

seek nor endorse any compromises
with men in rebellion against the laws of the land,
j
but will inculcate loyalty to the great central idea of I To Chicago, Cihcihwati, Cleveland,
Detroit,
Toledo, St. Fall, La Ckobse. St. Loci*,
all true democracy—that the majority must
govern.
New ( (bleaks, or iny part of tho
ui 'iiun ui

RJ
8|

10$

juue23dtf

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

It will neither

8
3 00 a 3 25
2 60 © 0 00
2 75 © 3 00

00
00

12 00 @14 0ft
13 00 n 14 00

results

7J«
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This celebrated Female Medicine,
virtues unknown of anyof the kind, and
proving
effectual after all others have fkileo,
is designed for both married and
single ladies, and is the
very best
thing known for the purpose, as it
w ill bring on the monthly sickness
in cases of obstruction, after all other
remedies of the kind have been tried
in vain.
trover 2000 BOTTLES have
now been sold without a
single failure when taken as directed, and without the least injury to health in any

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixtield; returning opposite davs.
Stage leaves North Jay tor Fast Dixtield, Dixtield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite day s.
Stage leave* Farmington ,or New Vineyard, New

in the full couiciousness that it

16

91

MATTISON’8 INDIAN KMMKNAGOGUE.

possessing
thing else

iiBBiniiii

cordially sustain the organization of that party,
a design to foster a mere partizan spirit, but

will

not with

9 ®

Dr.

Greene will be at

The office will be open, and competent persons in
attendance, from 7 1-3 A. M to 8 P M.
All communications should be directed to R
GREENE, as Brumfield .street, Boston
Note. Persons wishing to investigate this method
of practice, or its superior success, will be fhrnwfaed
with s pamphlet descriptive of treatment, free, by

case.

sec-

42

90
80
20

®

were
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FOR FEMALES.

On and after Monday, Mar 5, 1862,
will leave Portland for Lewiston
ami t aimington via Brunswick, at 1 P. 31.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. 31.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11 45 A. 31.
Freight traius daily between Portland and Lewiston.

disloyal

2 00 a} 2 25

11
10

and tendencies

charge.

THE GREAT INDIAN REMEDY

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

spirit, and inasmuch as It is the only party which at
present seems competent to conserve the great principles underlying all free Governments, the Press

25

HJ"

designs

part of tba country with flail
directions.
Persons having Cancers, or those afflicted with complieated disease, should immediately avail themselves
of Dr. Greene's personal attention.
Consultation at the office, or by mail, free ol

jull-3ra
[COPYRIGHT SECURED.]
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in its devotion to the Union while other organizations
have so generally become infected with a

25

15 3

enemies that its

may !>e sent to auy

consult one of their
in constant attend-

inav

Complaints, and a great variety of ordinary
are successfally treated by Medicine which

Diseases

DR. HUGlIKri.
of Middle, Portland.

lady of experience

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

tional, and triumphantly vindicated its claim to a
just and liberal Nationality, has remained steadfast

8]

8}3
40 3
24 u
24 it
24 n
8(1 n
75 ©
18 ,,

@20

4 10 @ 4 38
5 60 & 7 25
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7
6*
6*
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16

6 w
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India.
Varnisk.
Furniture Varnish.
Coach Varnish.

Augusta, April, 1862.

ministration is most

Female

»»c<‘_

Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
P. M.. on arrival of train from Portland and Boston,
for Wiscasset, Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Rockland
and Thomaston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, ou arrival of train from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run daily between Augusta and Portland.
B. H. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.

the Press will

A

the matchless

Tin.
Banca. cash
Straits, cash.
PlatesChar. I.C.
I X.

promote the material interests of the

corner

N. B.—LADIES desiring

own sex.

CONNECTION*.

BTAGK

give an earnest, cordial,
support to the ad ministration of Abraham Lincoln, who in little more than one year, has
indellibly impressed himself upon the nation's heart
as an incorruptible |>atriot, an inflexible Chief
Magistrate, aud an honest man; the ability of whose ad-

8}

6} ©

..

pd*.

above named papers will labor to
dictatorial spirit, sound political prin-

and generous

9 50

643

**

jut

aud to

Politically,

8
17
11
6
60
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633

Sugar. Portland A.
A A.
Sugar,
Yellow.
Sugar,
Sugar, Extra Yellow.
Sugar, Muscovado.
•*
In bond.
Sugar.
Sugar, Havana Brown.
**
White.
Sugar,
Sugar, Coffee Crushed.
Sugar, Crushed
Sugar, Grauulated.
Sugar, Powdered.
Tnllow*
American refined.
Hough.
Tram*
Tea, Hyson.
Tea. Young Hyson.
Tea, Oolong..
Tea, Souchong.
Tobacco.
6’h and lo'a best brands.
6> and In’* medium.
6's ami 10*s common.
ball' pds. best brands.
half
s. modi uni good.
half pds. common..
Natural Leaf,
Fancy, iu Foil.

no

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

Monday Morning and Saturday Evening Trains.
On Monday trains leave Augusta at 5.30 A M., and
Bath at 0.30 A. M., for Portland, connecting with the
8.45 A. 31. train tor Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on .Saturdays, at 8.15 P. 31., on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath and Augusta.

State.

46

@

2f©

Ginger,(Africa).

Liuseed.

neatly
general

signally exhibited, not Jouly in
operations of our army and navy, but
in the unparalleled fact that, iu the midst of this
gigantic rebellion, our Government securities are
6]
6}@
selling at a premium. It will zealously labor to ex2 60 @ 2 76
hibit and defend sound Republican principles, aud,
2 1243 2 87*
inasmuch as i>olitical organizations have become a
2 m© 2 37}
none
necessity in carrying into effect great principles of
20
political economy, aud inasmuch as .the Republican
party which, in the brief chapter of its history already
6*
6}@
\ written, has
successfully refuted the allegation of its
40

Nutmegs.
Pepper,.

<

for

State, aud of the City of Portland as its interests
with, and are inseparable from, those of the

7i

633

D*ave Portland'for Path and Augusta at 1.00 P. 31.,
at Brunswick with the
Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road ; and at Augusta with
the .Somerset k Kennebec Railroad for Watervillc,
Kendall's Mills and Skowhegan, ntid at Kendall’s
Mills with the Penobscot k Kennebec Road for Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.

twine

16

CHEESE.—4c V lb.
COAL.—(Retail.) From Br. Provinces, free, other
foreign Bituminous 81; all other kinds 60c per ton.
COFFEE.—6c per lb.
CORDAGE —Tarred 2Jc p lb
Manila 2c p lb, all
other 3c 4> IbDRUGS ani> DYES —Per lb. Acids, (nitric, oxalic,

@36

inculcate, in

ciples

and

Day, l*r»7. Ret. I-. Maro*. »;<■» Prtt't.
R. Gbeese, M. D„ Superintending Pkyiician.
This Institution was established for the care of Disease. upon the principles of innocent medication, entirely discarding the use of 1'oi.onou, Drugs.
Many diseases, «neb as Scrofula, Humors of tbs
Blood, Diseases of the Throat and Langs, Dyspepsia,
Liver Complaint, Heart Complaint, Rheumatism,

led in efficacy anil superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific aud
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIK.S will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be takcu
with perfect safety at all times.
8ent to any part of the country with full directions,

connectiug

throughout the State.

Both of the
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12 j
3
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OFFICE 88 BROMFIELD ST., BOSTON.
Rev. N.

DR.

Farmington.

Daily Morning
news by mail

fullest

large, well-filled, carefully edited,
printed weekly paper, intended specially
Is

5
12

12

/ire

INDIAN MEDICAL INSTITUTE.

Infirmary.

theTadies.

to

Passenger trains will leave daily, (Sun^gy -jgPdays excepted) as follows:
Augusta tor Bath, Portland and Boston, at 11.15 A.
31., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
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12 60 «18 00
14 00 «14 60
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lb.
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Oakum, American.

3
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Lumber—From the yard.
Clear Pino—No. 1.ff88 00 £00 00
No. 2.
34 00 (ip410 00
No. 3. 24 00 odO 00

Shipping Lumber,.
Spruce.
Hemlock.
Box Shook?, (cash).

1 65
1 55
5 50
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60 S
17 00 @19
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Leather.
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slaughter.
Calf Skins.

Pig,
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3 60
8 88
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Soring.
Sheet Iron, English.
Sheet Iron, Russia.
Sheet Irou, Russia iin't.
hnrd.
Barrel, p !b.
Kegs, {> th.
Lcnlticr*
New York, light.

Slaughter Wax

;a

enterprising, vigorous und
Paper, containing the latest and
and telegraph.
an
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BOSTON ADVERTISEMENTS.

HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies who
need a medical adviser, to call at Ids rooms. No.
6 leinple Street, which they will liud arranged for
their
especial accommodation. Medicines are
Dr. H.’s Eclectic
unrivalRenovating

Commenced April 14/h, 18*32.

Daily Press is intended to bo

The Portland

Eclectic Medical

BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

and

8 50
8 60

p lb.
Cloves.
Ginger, (Race).

Pimento.
Seeds*
Herds Gras*.
Western Clover.

BY

JOSEPH B. HALL, of the Aroostook Herald.

@ 3 00
2503300

Cassia

Damar Varnish.

<®10 00

8 00
3 40
8 62
07

Cast Steel.
German Steel.
English Blis. Steel.

la*afl.
Aineriettn

8 25 @ 8 60

MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

JOHN T. GILMAN, recently of the Batii Times,
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Spleen.

none.

Rctined Irou.
Swede.
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Soap, Leathe k Gore's, Trowbridge
k Smith’s Extra No. 1 p lb
Soap, Familv do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap, Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, Castile.
Soap, Crane’s.

12

1*.11
44
Hod
Sapan
quercitron Bark.
Bed Sanders.
l>urk.
Duck, Ravens.
Duck, Portland, No. 3.

41
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PROSPECTUS

1 70
1 12

<«

Soap.

Wood.

Tent

dozen.

Potatoes. pbrl(new.
Apples, dried, p lb.
Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.
Turkies.
Geese.
Veal.
Pickles, pbrl.
Rice.
Rice p lb/..
Ram.
Rum, Portland distilled.
Salerataa.
Saleratus p lb.
Salt.
Salt, Turk’s Is., phhd. (8 bus.)....
Salt, Liverpool.
Salt, Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
(■round Butter Salt.
Starch.
Starch. Pearl,.
Starch, Potato.
Shot—p 100 lbs.

00

1$©
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Nic

1 65
1 05

Mace.

Cask.

CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
Leaf, and at low rates at
2d Makket SqPAKK.

j

20 © 1 30
03
15
17
22
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Old Frames Rc-Cllt,
renewed by

Photographic

141©

Fustic. Cuba.
**
Savauvilla,.

44

retail, at 2rt, Mar-

11
15
13
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Braid Wood.
Camwood.

Lathe,

SQUARE or oval—every kind called for. The*e
O being manufactured hv ourselves, except those
necessarily imported, we can comjiete with any mai-

11$
14

101©

llarwood,.

Square.

Photographic Frames,

22$
none.

1

Beef p quarter, p lb.

Eggs. p

Drrwoads*

Sheet and

Pier and Mantle Mirrors.

A

Camphor.

28
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©
©

76 <8>
80
1 60 © 1 60

Prod ace*

9

0 27 ©
22 ©
21 $©

11
14

Ground.

Praviniaan*
< hicago Mess Beef..
Portland
do
Portland extra Mess do.
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.
Pork, mess.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, Hams.
Pork, City Smoked Hams.
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8 50 © 8 75
7 25 © 7 50
7 25 .© 7 50
7 25 © 7 50

ind. wtk.

to

And

Sal Soda.
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Brags and Dyes*
Alum.
Aloes.
Arrow Boot.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
Bi Carb. Soda.
Sulphur.

11$

9©

ltussia.
MauilJa.

Cenaenl—per bbl.

Hay

sar-we

that

do.

Barley.

The wife of a volunteer in Bristol county,
whose husband is a prisoner, on being told that
he would be exchanged, said, “Well, I love
Tom, and—the children love Toni, and 1 don’t

11 @
36 ©

Cordage, American.
Cordage, ltussia.
Cordage. Manilla.

Boltrope,

18
16

3 00 @ 8 12$
3 00 :© 8*25
2 75 © 3 00

Cordage*

Layer...

A man whose marriage had been published
in a paper with his name wrongly spelled, called to have it corrected. He said he was one
of that class whose names never appear in a
newspaper but twice in the course of their
lives—once when they were married, and again
after their death. As he could not see to having the name given correctly on the last occasion, he was very anxious that it should be
right on the first.

—want

Coal, Cumberland p ton.
Coal Whiteasli.
Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Franklin.
Coffee*
Collhe, Java p lb.
Coffee, St. l>omingo.
Coffee, Kio
Coffee, Mocha.

10 @
14 ©

Oaionn per bbl.
do p string.
Pa lain*
Portland Lead, in oil,.
Lewis Lead,
**
Boston Lead,
French Zinc,
American Zinc, "
Rochelle, Yellow.
Eng. Ven. Red.
Litharge.
K<*<1 Lead.
Planter*
Per ton Soft.
Hard.
—

the Press to Aug. 6th.

Ashes Pearl p bbl.
@
61
5 ©
6
Ashes, Pot.
Apples*
Apples, Green p bbl. ?2 50 © 8 25
6 ©
7
Apples, Sliced p fb.
6
6 ©
Apples, Cored p lb.
3
2
Uncored
lb.
©
Apple*,
p
Bread*
4 75 © 6 00
Bread, Pilot p 100 lbs.
3 75 © 4 00
Bread, Ship.
3 25 © 8 50
Crackers per bbl.
40
35 ©
Crackers, p 100.

Awake her uot.
Led by a single star,
She came from verv far,
To seek where shadows are
Her pleasant lot.

Aud water-springs.
Through sleep, as through

for

Ashes.

charmed sleep;

a

Lnrd Oil.
Olive Oil.
Castor Oil.
Neat afoot Oil.
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AND HAGKMETACK SHIP TDCBEB,
White Pine Timber for

Sept.

Prior to Julv Slat, full information can be ntitalncd
of tile Principal, 34» Congress Street. Hour* from
8 |o 1 o’clock, except Saturdays. After that time application mav bo made at 40 Stato Street.
2awl0w
Cortland, June S3, 1882.

OAK

torie*.

Wharves, Bridget and FaeFloorings on hand and

Also Southern Pine

worked to order.
92 Stats Strut,

|

Timber Docks

corner

(up btaibs.)
of E and First Sts., Boaton

